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Volunteers from Calloway, Marshall
and Trigg Counties continued dragging
operations Thursday on Kentucky Lake
for an apparent suicide victim.
The Calloway Comity Rescue Squad
and the local Civil Defense Unit, along
with rescue teams from Marshall and
Trigg Counties, braved chilling winds
and freezing temperatures in the
rescue attempts in the Eggner's Ferry
Bridge area on Kentucky Lake.
The American Red Cross office here
provided foodfor the men Wednesday
and Thursday. The Red Cross officials
expressed their appreciation to
Storey's Food Giant, Big John, Perkin's
Pancake House, IGA Northside and
IGA Southside for their donations of
food.
State Police have not identified the
victim yet, pending recovery of the
body. Officers said the man, who is
believed to be from Murray, left his
automobile on the Trigg County side of
the bridge, walked to the center of the
bridge, and jumped off. The victim was
seen by three witnesses as he jumped,
according to state police.
Officers said rescue attempts are
hampered by the location on the river,






MSU Student Is Found•
Dead At Home Thursday
Raymond N. Ingram, 11 year old
Murray State University freshman,
was found dead at his home at North
16th Street and Highway 121 Bypass
Thursday about eight a. m.
Calloway County Coroner Max
Morris said Ingram was found dead by
some of his friends who went to the
home to check on him. Morris said an
autopsy is being made to determine the
cause of death, throught probably to be
due to an accidental overdose of drugs.
Reports from his family said Ingram
had fallen off of a roof the day before
House Destroyed
By Fire Thursday
A furniture warehouse owned by the
Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ
was gutted by fire last night shortly
before 11 p. m.
Bro. John Dale said the house,
located at 302 South Sixth, contained
furniture and appliances that the
church keeps to donate families whose
homes burn.
Dale said the house was near a total
loss. The fire apparently started in the
kitchen area of the house, but the cause
was not known.
and that he had been in a great deal of
pain from injuries received in the fall
The young man was a, student at
Murray State and had worked at
Perkins Pancake House. Born August 9,
1958, he was a member of the New Hope
Missionary Baptist Church in Marshall
County. His father, Frederick R
Ingram, died in October 1974.
Survivors are his mother, Mrs. Clara
Ed„giards Ingram, and brother.
Frederick Matthew Ingram, 2o6
Woodlawn, Murray; grandparents, Mr
and Mrs. Raymond Edwards of Benton.
Mrs. Mary Hart of Middletown, Ohio.
and Rupert Ingram.
The funeral services have been
scheduled for Sunday at two p. ml. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral Home.
Benton, with burial to follow in the
Marshall County Uemorial Gardens
Friends may call at the funeral home.
after six p.m. tonight (Friday).
Mostly Sunny
Mostly sunny and a little warmer
today, high in the upper 30s to low 40s
Clear and not as cold tonight, low in the
upper 20s to low 30s. Sunny and warmer











Trevathan said that the
library officials • "felt
the community would










Friends of the Library,
the Kappa- Depar-
tment of the Murray
Woman's Club, Kop-









during the month of
December. Trees for the
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Unemployment
Up .2 Per Cent
WASHINGThN iAPI - Unem-
ployment jumped to its highest level in
11 months in November, rising from 7.9
to 8.1 per cent, while wholesale prices
posted their third big '-consecutive
monthly increase, the government said
today.
The double-dose of economic news
from the Labor Department provided
fresh evidence of a sluggish economy
and strong inflationary pressures.
.The rise in unemployment heightened
the likelihood that President-elect
Jimmy Carter will push for tax cuts and
other measures to boost the economy
early in the new administration.
Carter has said he will consider
recommending a tax cut or increased
government spending aimed at
creating jobs to get the economy
moving if ths slowdown continues much
longer. In the three weeks since he said
that, there has been little evidence that
the slowdown is over.
The Labor Department said 200,000
more Americans joined the jobless rolls
in November, raising the total to 7.8
million. The unemployment rate, at 8.1
per cent, was the highest level this year
and the peak since last December when
it stood at 8.3 per cent.
Since last spring the economy has
been growing barely fast enough to
provide jobs for new entrants in the
labor force, and the unemployment rate
gradually has increased from last May
when it reached a post-recession low of
7.3 per cent
The continued softness in the
economy along with rising prices could
complicate things for Carter as he tries
to devise ways of stimulating the
growth without further kindling
inflation.
Higher prices ler natural gas, other
fuels and eirrgy products led a six-
tenths of a per cent increase in the
Wholesale Price Index last month. The
November rise equaled October's
increase and followed a rise of nine-
tenths of a per cent in September.
Farm prices dropped for the second
consecutive month, down five-tenths of
a per cent, but it wasn't enough to offset
an eight-tenths of a per cent rise in
industrial prices.
Industrial prices, which play a much
larger role in determining the over-all
rate of inflation than do farm and food
prices, have been accelerating since
June. -
Over the past year, wholesale prices
have risen 4.2 percent. However, rising
wholesale prices have not yet been fully
reflected at the retail level.
Price increases for basic steel and
. aluminum products taking effect this
month were not included in the
November figures. They will be
reflected in the December report,
published next month.
Meanwhile, the director of the
Congressional Budget Office warned
that Congress must pay the price of
higher inflation and a larger budget
deficit if it wants to get the economy
back on track next year.
. Alice Rivlin told the congressional
Joint Economic Committee that
Congress will be unable to meet its
economic goals in 1977 unless it reopens
its budget to allow for tax cuts or in-
creased spending:-These goals are for
an average unemployment rate of 6.5
per cent and economic growth of about
5.5 per cent.
"Without the additional stimulus, the
consensus among forecasters clearly
would be for a growth rate below 5 per
cent and an unemployment rate in
excess of 7 per cent," she said. Inflation
would be about 5.5 per cent, which is
about what this year's rate has been.
Local Unemployment
Rate Down In October
Western Kentucky's unemployment
rate fell slightly'from 4.8 per cent in
Septernber to 4.7 per cent in October„
according to figures released today by
the Department for Human Resources.
Unemployment statewide was 5.Lper
cent during October.
Calloway County's unemployment
rate of 3.8 per cent for October was
better than any of the neighboring
i counties. Unemployment rates in
neighboring counties were: Graves, 6.2
per cent; Marshall, 8.7 per cent and
Trigg, 4.1 percent.
The number of unemployed persons
in the area was estimated to be 11,271.
flobett , MacDonald, chief labor
market analyst for the departrneot said
most of the county rates dropped
slightly or remained about the same
from September through October.
Five Kentucky counties shared a low
unemployment rate of 2.4 per :cent..
They were Bourbon, Nicholas,
Woodford, Ballard, and Lyon.
Edmonson County had the highest
jobless rate, 12.3 per cent.
Carter Names Vance
Secretary Of State ,
PLAINS, Ga. (AP) - Cyrus R.
Vance, who- served as Lyndon John-
son's world-traveling troubleshooter
and tried unsuccessfully to negotiate an
end -to The Vietnani war in 1968, LS the
man Jimmy Carter has selected to
replace Henry A. Kissinger as
secretary of state, sources say.
, Carter declined today to confirm the
selection but said he wasn't denying the
choice would be Vance.
"I wouldn't want to deny Cyrus
Vance or anyone else at this point," he
said in an - interview on the NBC-TV
"Today" show.
He was expected to announce the
Vance appointment at a news con-
ference later in the day. It will be his
first Cabinet appointment.
Overby Is Reappointed
To State Health Council
James Overby of Murray is one of 17
persons reappointed and two new ap-
pointrnents by Gov. Julian Carroll as
members of the state Council for Health
Services. Overby was reappointed to a
four year term expiring Nov. 9, 1980.
New appointees are Dr. Richard J.
Menke of Covingt , replacing Dr. Carl
Shroat of Frankfort ho resigned, and
Dr. Irving E. Ham of Louisville,
replacing John A. Medley, Sr. of
Owensboro, who resigned. Menke and
Hampe will serve, four-year terms
expiring Nov. 9, 1980.
Also reappointed to a four-year term
was Kenneth E. Mennen, Springfield.
Reappointed to three-year terms
expiring Nov. 9, 1979, were: Paul W
Brown, Covington. Mrs. Agnes Black;
Lexington;-' Dr. R. Glenn Greene,
Owensboro, and: Dr. J. Joe- Cheek* '
17k.Bowling Green.
Reappointed to two-year terms ex-
piring Nov. 9, 1978, were: Dr. Jesse
Bell, Louisville; Dr. John Bell,
Louisville; Mrs. Green Rose, Jackson;
Dr. Pat H. Lyddan, Louisville; Phillip
Robinson, Louisville; and C. V. Cooper
Jr.; Hazard.
Reappointed to one-year terms ex-
piring Nov. 9, 1977, were, Dan Tuttle,
Frankfort; R. Arthur Carvolth, Ft.
Thomas; Dr. 'Joy Kirchner, Bowling
Green; Mrs. C. B. Morgan, Leitchfield;
and Ms. Vealor Logan, Barbourville.
Dr. John Bell was appointed to serve
as chairman of the council
Carter said he would announce two
appointments at the news conference.
The second is expected to be that of
Atlanta banker Thomas Bertram- Lance
as his budget director.
The President-elect said he expects to
complete most of his Cabinet choices by
Christmas. • •
He said he has been concentrating so
far on the national security area, in-
cluding the State Department, the
Pentagon and the • National Security
Council.
He also mentioned the Treasury as an
earl4riority.
"I think that by- Christmas I would
have the Cabinet fairly well identified:-
he said.
Vance, currently a New York lawyer,
was a house guest at the Carter home
here earlier this week, arid the visit
stirred speculation that Vance would be
named either secretary of state or
secretary of defense.
The nomination is subject to Senate
confirmation.
Vance, 59, held a Variety of posts
. 4indeL PreSidents Kennedy arid Johnson
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Clark And Taylor Vows Are Read
At Friendship Church of Christ
Miss Ronda Kay Clark,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Clark, became the
bride of Stephen Max Taylor,
son of Mrs. Franklin C.
Pepper apd the late Max
Taylor, in a fall wedding at the
Friendship Church of Christ.
Ronnie Newberry per-
formed the double ring
ceremony in the candlelighted
atmosphere, and Burl Grubbs
read from the fifth chapter of
Ephesians.
Mrs. Frankie Horton and
Mrs. Judy Overbey, sisters of
gown was of candlelight eyelet
lace with a smock of the same
material as thaegowns of the
attendants. She carried a
basket of coral rose petals and
ivy leaves.
Franklin C. Pepper, step-
father of the groom, served as
best man. Groomsmen were
Mickey Overbey, nephew of
the bride, Jeff Taylor, brother
of the groom, Clif Denny, and
David Willingham.
Ushers were Mickey
Overbey and Michael Pepper
who also lighted the candles.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Max Taylor
the bride, Mrs. Janice 'Hasty
and Mrs. Debbie Carpenter,
friends of the bride, sang
"We've Only lust Begun,"
"The Wedding Song," and
"More" during the ceremony.
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted to
the altar by her father and
given in marriage by her
parents. Her gown was of
candlelight satin which was
designed by the bride and
fashioned by her mother And
grandmother. She carried a
cascade bouquet of white
orchids, stephanotis, and ivy.
' Her only jewelry was a
diamond necklace belonging
to her mother.
Mrs. Karen Kelso was the
'matron of honor. She wore a
floor length gown of autumn
colors with capelet, neck, and
sleeves edged in lace. She
carried a bouquet of 'brown
tipped carnations centered
around three coral rosebuds.
Miss Ladona Overbey, niece
of the bride, served as junior
maid of honor. The
bridesmaids were Miss Lesa
Glenn, Miss Celia Wallace,
and Miss Linda Hood. They all
wore dresses and carried
bouquets identical to that of
the matron of honor.
The flower girl was Miss
Kimberly Newberry. Her
The ringbearer was Jesse Dan
Horton, nephew of the bride,
who carried a heart shaped
satin pillow edged in lace.
Wayne 'Clark Horton and
Nick Allen Horton rolled out
the aisle carpet for the bride.
The guest register was kept
by Miss Beverly McAfee in the
foyer of the chureh.
Mrs. Clark, mother of the
bride, was attired in a blue
grey floral gown. Mrs. Pep-
per, mother of the groom,
wore a yellow crepe gown.
Both wore corsages of orchids
and stephanotis and were
presented with white long
stemmed rosebuds by the
bride.
Grandmother of the bride,
Mrs. Beulah Gordon, and
grandmother of the groom,
Mrs. Lillie Nelson, wore
corsages of white carnations.
Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held at the
Community Room of the
Peoples Bank North Branch.
Presiding at the bride's
table were Mrs. Frankie
Horton, Mrs. Judy Overbey,
and Miss Janie Duncan.
The couple left after the
reception for a wedding trip to
Ken Bar Resort with the bride
wearing a two-piece denim




from 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
each Sunday
until X-mas
to help with your
shopping needs.
Come by for
Coffee & Cake and
a little visitation
LITT N'S
"The Happy Yellow Store"
Ceed kawe
LITTLETON S
••••• hop, \." •
her mother's corsage.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Taylor are now residing in
Athens, Ala.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin
Pepper, parents of the groom,
were hosts for a rehearsal
dinner held at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
Prenuptial events were a
shower given by Mrs. Karen
Kelso, a shower given by Mrs.
Treva Jones, Miss Allegra
Jones, and Mrs. Francis
Stubblefield, and a shower by









Elastic Loops Tack a
narrow piece of elastic in
loops inside desk or dresser
drawers to hold bottles
upright and prevent spills. —
Sue Fraser, Bardwell.
+++
The ordinary type of window
cleaner is good to clean your
eye glasses if the tense are not
plistic. It also is excellent for
quick clean-up grease spots





Before it's too Late
By Abigail Van Buren
1976 by Chitaleo Tnb.,ni N V Nen Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: I notice that readers sometimes ask you
to print a letter again, but is there any one that has been
requested more than any other?
CURIOUS IN BUTLER, PA.
DEAR CURIOUS: The big all-time winner was signed
FOR SATURDAY, DECEMBER I, 1976 -TOO LATE" and here it is:
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birtb Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr, 20) "1401 1
Though actions speak loudly,
don't overlook the importance
of a few well-chosen words at
the proper moment.Special
care needed in family
discussions.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) ti
You may encounter some
opposition, but your opponents
may have valid reason for
disagreeing with you, so look
and think well before you get
into fruitless arguments.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
The right start and "follow
through" will keep you master
of all situations. Your bright
handling of a stimulating
challenge could bring increased
perstige.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) 080
You can swing some things
the way you wish; others will
not seem to yield. Keep at the
latter in the patient, practiced
manner that finally brings
results.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 44iCc?
This should be a day of great
activity. Get as'brisk a start as
you can and keep on course, but
don't overtax yourself.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
In a wide variety of desires,
concentrate on the one which
offers the greatest possibility of
success. Seek counsel from
experts. ,
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) -1-1 1.1
Some good news or friendly
cooperation should aid you in
perfecting long-range plans.




(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Here is a spot for you to
outpoint those who are careless
or who do not reckon with
contingencies. A great day in
which to display your ingenuity.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Mixed influences. Special
care needed in ex-
perimentation, hastily con-
trived messages and writings;
also travel.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Don't overplay your hand. but
stay in there pitching with the
best of them. The right balance
and careful decisions can bring
top results soon.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A pleasant surprise indicated
— possibly the settlement of a
long-standing obligation. Ar-
tistic pursuits and romance
especially favored now.
PISCES vz




Capitalize on your talents —
even latent ones.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
volatile, freedom-loving in-
dividual, endowed with a keenly
analytical mind, exceptionally
good judgment and a warmly
outgoing personality. At heart
you are restless, don't like to be
-fenced in" but, if striving for
an objective, Will pursue it with
tenacity, even ploddingly —
disregarding more personal
desires. Travel, sports and the
theater are the areas in which
you are most likely to seek
relaxation but, as a career, you
are more inclined to choose —
and succeed at — music,
science, business adzninistra-
bon, the law, sculpture or jour-
nalism. Birthiate of: Maria
Callas, opera prima donna.
How Good A Shopper Are You?
Being a good shopper de
pends on two basic things
Comparison shopping among
stores and comparison shop-
ping among items.
Ito you know how to tell a
good buy from a not-so-gad
Take this short quiz and
find out
• Do you try to buy when
the price is right? Often. low.
est prices are on a weekend
But l ook carefully in a store
for pricing patterns
- 11- Woe do you.tfusise cit-
rus fruit? The best ones are
heavy for their size, since
weight is indicative ,t Juice
content Skin should be thin
and tine textured, and the
tru it shouid be firm
• Do you look fur specials
on baked goods' Day-oid
baked products. especially
breads and rolls are easily re-
vived with toasting or re-,
warming in the oven They
often sold at half price
• Do you try new products
that offer something better or
different' For example, new
Super Motf s Prune Juice con,
tams 10 percent more prune
solids than requIred by U S.
government regulations
• Do you determine the ap-
proximate cost per serving
w hen buy ing meat? Do ale
the price per pound by the'
number ot servings per
pound You .:1 find thaf the
cheapest cuts are not always
the most economical.
Do follow these lips and
your comparison shopping
may be beyond comparison.





for your. Christmas Party
Our own private
Dining Room Upstairs
k available for any size group
up 10 150 people
No charge for reservatiOns
PAGLIAI'S
510 Main Street
DELIVERY SERVICE TO ANY SIZE GROUP
DEAR ABBY: I am the most heartbroken person on
earth. I always found time to go everywhere else but to see
my old, gray-haired parents. They sat at home alone,
loving me just the same.
It is too late now to give them those few hours of
happiness I was too selfish and too busy to give, and now
when I go to visit their graves and look at the green grass
above them, I wonder if God will ever forgive me for the
heartaches I must have caused them.
I pray that you will print this, Abby, to tell those who
still have their parents to visit them and show their love
and respect while there is still time. Fork is later than you
think.
TOO LATE
DEAR ABBY: I have a suggestion that really works for
people who are bothered by obscene telephone calls:
The minute you hear an obscene word, say, "Just a
inoment please," and walk away from the phone without
hanging up. The caller will think you are coming back, but
when he waits and waits and you don't return, he will tire
of waiting and hang up. He can't break the connection
because your phone is off the hook. This will make it
impossible for the caller to use his phone to harass other
vripmen. Also, he will never want to call you again and be
deprived of his depraved fun.
OFF THE HOOK
DEAR OFF: Your suggestion will work, but while
punishing the caller you are also depriving yourself of the
use of your phone. Ma Bell recommends that you hang up
immediately, and if the calls continue, to call the police who
will undertake certain surveillance procedures in coopera-
tion with the phone conipany.
It seems to me that the wisest course of action would be
,to keep your caller's line connected to yours (by not
hanging up) and then go to a neighbor:4s phone- to report
the obscene call to both the phone company and the police.
DEAR ABBY: I was married to Jim eight years ago. We
had two sons, then we were divorced. Two years later Jim
married my younger sister. They had twin daughters.
My question: Are my sons and my sister's twin
daughters just first cousins? Or are they more closely
related?
NEEDS TO KNOW
DEAR NEEDS: Your sons and your sister's twin
daughters are first cousins. But because they have the,.
same father, they are half-brothers and Edsters, which is a
closer relationship.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For • personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 00069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed 'envelope, please.
The Murray
Ledger P' Times
Miss Kathy Rogers Is
Honored At Bridal Tea
Miss Kathy Rogers, bride-
elect of Bill Wilson, was
honored with a tea at the
Fellowship 111111 of the First
Baptist Church on Saturday,
November 13.
The hostesses for the bridal
occasion were Mesdames Ken
Adams, Charles Hale, James
Hamilton, Marvin Harris,
Thomas ,Hogancamp, Alvin
Jones, Art Lee, Paul Lyons,
William Sams, Allen Russell,
and Bernice Wisehart.
The honoree, attired in a
long rust double knit dress,
was presented a corsage of
pink carnations by the
hostesses. Mrs. James Rogers
and Mrs. David Butler,
mother and sister respectively
of the bride-elect, were
presented corsages of yellow
daisies.
Guests calling between the
hours of two to four p. m. were
served refreshments of punch,
coffee, cake, nuts and mints
from the beautifully appointed
table overlaid with a white
cloth and centered with a
lovely arrangement of pink
and burgundy mixed flowers.
The guest register was kept
by Mrs. Terry Hannah. A
toaster was presented to the
bride-elect as a wedding gift
from the hostesses.
Glenda Cooper Is Leader
At Olga Hampton Meeting
The Olga Hampton Group of
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church Women met Monday,
November 29, at seven p. m. at
the church with the opening
prayer being led by Hattie Lee
Galloway.
Maxine Nance, president,
presided at the meeting. The
group voted to send poin-
settias to church members in
the local rest homes for the
Christmas holidays.
The women also voted to
send ten dollars to Glendale
Children's Home for a gift for
a child.
Lunch will be served
Wednesday, December 22, at
twelve noon for the Inter-
national Students of the
Baptist Student Union. This
will be a potluck luncheon.
Glenda Cooper was leader of
the program on the subject,
"Good News Of A Great Joy."
Those on program were Mary
Kathryn Stark, Rath Warren,
_Mary Turner, Mary Bell
Jones, and Juanita Collins.
The calendar of prayer was
If you store apples in plastic
bags in the refrigerator, make
sure the bags are perforated.
Apples like humidity!
given by Mildred Crawford.
Gladys Williamson led the
closing prayer.
Also present were Ora
Kuykendall, Dorothy Bran-
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Do Your Christmas Shopping at
et fin ZSOnZ
During their
g 4 Pre-Christmas Sale
20% off Handbags
} 1 0% Off Jewelry & Other Gifts
"Free Gift Wrap With $5.00 Purchase
Dixieland Center
Open 10 a.m. til 8 p.m.
Sun. 1-5 Now thru Christmas
Uri US INTERTNIN VOL)
14 Everpne's Favorites
CATAT Held Overttwu Wed.
7:00, 9:00 + 2:30 Sat., Sun.
S.itSQUATCH
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Not Included In Dollar Nite
No Passes Accepted
Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40
"The All-American Girl"
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Presenting certificates as Kentucky Colonels to Mr. and fps. Pat Falwell is State
Representative Kenneth C. Imes. The presentation was made at the golden wedding
anniversary reception of the Falwell couple held on November 28. On the left in the
background is Jamie Phillips, great great nephew of the couple. Miss Lorene Falwell
was hostess for the reception for her parents and was assisted in entertaining by
Mesdames N. P. Paschall, Keys McCuiston, James Geurin, Danny Phillips, and Troy
Geurin. Mrs. Falwell wore a pink dress with a gold orchid corsage. Mr. Falwell had a
gold boutonniere. Centering the reception table was an arrangement of gold poms
flanked% by gold candles in antique crystal holders. Punch in the antique punch bowl
and the three tiered white cake decorated with gold flowers were served.
Holiday Event Is Planned
By Women Of Country Club
The women of the Murray
Country Club will have their
/annual holiday ladies day
!luncheon on Wednesday,
December 8, at twelve noon at
:the club.
s Mrs. A. W. Simmons, Jr.,
phone 753-3282, is chairman of
the luncheon hostesses and
reservations at three dollars
per person should be made













Other hostesses will be
Mesdames Tommy Alexan-
der, James Boone, W. C.
Elkins, John N. Gregory, Jr.,
James Hart, Gary Marquardt,
Charles Walston, Hal Houston,
Don Overbey, Wells Purdom,
Jr., Rob Ray, John Quer-
termous, and lass Hopson.
Bridge will be at 9:30 a. m.
with Mrs. Stan Hendrickson,
Mrs. M. C. Garrott, and Mrs.




The home .1 of Mrs. Sam
Neely, High Contente Court,
Mayfield, was the setting
Saturday morning, November
27; for a coffee planned to
honor Miss Tena Hayden,
bride-elect of Bill Clemmons.
Assisting Mrs. Neely in
entertaining were Mrs. Willis
Wilson and Mrs. Paul Parrott.
The honoree wore a blue,
informal-length dress. She
was presented a gift by the
hostesses.
Centering the serving table,
which was covered with a
white linen clotff, was an
arrangement of yellow porn
poms.
Thirty guests called during
the morning, including Mrs.
Albert Hayden, of Murray,
and Mrs. Owen Clemmons,
mothers of the engaged
couple.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Thelma Thorn of Almo was




Mary Mathis of Hardin was




from the Benton Hospital was
Alishie Griffin of Murray. -
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Charles Ray Henry of
Murray Route Five was




Billy Starks of Hardin Route
One was recently dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mavis Jones of Murray has




Murray Route Three has been
dismissed from Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The avocado has more pro-
tein than any other fruit.




(Saturday Dec. 4 Only) 15
'1" OFF ANY Scarf 
sl°°off Hot Sok & Boot Topper I
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Saturday For This
Very Special Day






More than one hundred
ladies attended the Christmas
Arts and Crafts November
event at Stewart Stadium of




were repeated every half-hour
throughout the evening.
Doris Cella was chairman
for this event. Members of her
hostess committe were Jane
Denbow, Sharon Barrett,
Sarah Bryan, Beryl Whaley
and Liz Conklin.
The festive Christmas
decorations were the han-
diwork of Dorothy McCann
and her committee: Partricia
Thompson and Pat Britt.
Climaxing this event which
heralded the approaching
holiday season were the
Christmas confections, the
special recipes of gourmet
cooks in the society, served
with coffee and punch. The
following ladies created their
speciality which they gave for
this event: Pat Baker, Jean
Bennett, Roberta Jones,
Helga Keller, Francoise
Kettering, Lucy Lilly, Debbie
Newell, Wilma Wilson and
Shirley Winters.
This evening set the stage
for the next Murray State
Women's Society event which
will be Christmas Open
Houses followed by dinner at
the Holiday Inn on December
10.
-Pat Harcourt demonstrates wreath making at the
Christmas Arts and Crafts November event held by the
Murray State University Women s Society.
. ta..
Pine needle
shown at the Christmas Arts and Crafts event held by
the MSU VVomen's Society. Dee Ann Umar demon-
strated this craft.
baskets v.as one of the demonstrations
Showing her needle work at the Christmas Arts and
Crafts November event ot the Murray State University




made of the marriage of Miss
Marsha Maxine Duncan,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Max
Duncan of Puryear, Tenn.,
and Philip Henry Routon, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Houton
Sr., 912 Dunlap St., Paris,
Tenn.
Vows were pledged at II
a.m., October 30, in the First
United Methodist Church in
Johnson City," Tenn. The Rev.
Arthur H. Jones Jr. officiated.
The couple was attended by
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Routon Jr. of
Johnion City, Tenn.
The bride is the grand-
daughter of Mrs. E. D.
Duncan and the late Mr.
Duncan and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Noah Paschall, all of
Puryearl-Tenn.
She is junior at Murray
State UniArsity majoring in
journalism.
The grOom's grandparents
are Mrs. E. B. Rucker of
Paris, Tenn.' , and the late Rev.
Rucker and the late Mr. and
Mrs. S. J. RoutOn, of Paris,
Tenn. •
He will enroll-for the winter
quarter at University of
Tennessee at Martin.
The couple is at home in





will have a dessert for
members and guests at the
home of Dottie Jordan at 7:30
p. m.
Salem Baptist Church WWI
will have a Christmas social at
the church at 6:30 p.m.
Four-wheel vehicle pull will
be at Livestock and
Exposition Center at seven
p.m.
Skating party—Lock-in for
Grades nine to twelve will be
at First Baptist Church at ten
p.m.
Saturday, December 4
Mr. and Mrs. Harley Bolen
will be honored on their golden
wedding anniversary with a
reception from two to four p.
m. at Ellis Community
Center.
Humane Society will have a
bake sale on the court square.
Waterfowl Watch will start
at Center Station, LBL at two
p. m.
Four-wheel vehicle rodeo
will be at Livestock and
Exposition Center at seven
p.m.
Progressive dinner of St.
John's Episcopal Church will
meet at six p. m. at the
Whitrner home, 810 North 19th
Street.
Annual Christmas parade in
downtown Murray will start at
two p.m.
Square dancing with Euel
Bray as caller and round
dancing will be at the WOW
Hall starting at 7:30 p. m.
Gamma Xi Alumnae
Chapter of Alpha Gamma
Delta will have a covered dish
luncheon at the home of Mrs.
Clara Humphrey.
Barbecue and chittling
dinner will be served from
11:30 a. m. to 7:30 p. m. by
Willing Workers Club at the
Hazel Community Center.
Plates will be $2.50 and $2.00
each. Call 492-8219 for in-
formation.
Chorus of 'he - Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will have a




Class of First Baptist Church,
Mrs. Theron Riley, teacher,
will have a dutch treat break-
fast at Perkins Pancake
House at eight a. m.
Christmas musical program
of Murray Woman's Club will
be held at three p. m. at the
club house. Public is invited.
Mysteries of Bird Migration
will be at Center Station, LBL,
at two p. m.
A Tour of The Homeplace
1850 near Buffalo Range in
LBL will be at 2:30 p.m.
Hematite Revisited will be
at Center Station, LBL, at four
p.m.
Monthly gospel singing will
be at Blood River Baptist
Church from two to four p.m.
Neighbors Quartet from
Paducah will be featured.
Christmas open house will
be held by the Murray Art
Guild from 1:30 to five p. m.
Monday, December 6
Calloway County Teacheri
will meet for a potluck lun-
cheon at Ellis Center at 12:30
p.m.
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet at
seven p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the church.
Chapter M of PEO will meet
with Mrs. Henry McKenzie at
7:30 p.m.
Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at
11:30 a.m. at the club house.
South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club will havia
basket family supper at the
Hazel Community Center at
6:30 p.m.
Blue Grass State CB Club
will meet at seven p. m. at the
Court House. Note change to
early date.
Bethany Sunday School
Class, First Baptist Church,
will.meet at Fellowship Hall at
six p.m.
Foundational Sunday School
Class, First Baptist Church,
will meet at seven p.m. at the
church to go to home of
Brenda Coop.
Lottie Moon Group of First
Baptist Church will meet at
seven p.m. at the church
parlor.
Tuesday, December 7
Eagle, Scout Court of Honor
will be at First United
Methodist Church at seven
p.m.
Group.% of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Annie Armstrong
with Mrs. W. J. Pitman and
Dorothy with Mrs. Brent
'Outland, both at ten a.m. and
Bea Walker with Mrs. Allen
RitswIl at 7:30 p.m.
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
church library at two p.m.
with program by Margaret
Porter.
Murray TOPS Club Ail
meet at Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets, et
seven p.m. •
Delta Department Of
Murray Woman's Club wl
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the eta))
house. •
Kappa Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
hold its Children's Christmas




from Benton Hospital was
Noble Puckett of Hardin.
' PATIENT AT BENTON
Janice Hamlett of Hardin
was dismissed November 13
froM Benton Hospital.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Myra Towery of Murray
was dismissed November 17
from the Benton Hospital.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Main, at 7:30 p.m.
Quad-State Junior High
School Band Festival will
present a public performance
at seven p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium, MSU. Rehearsals
will be held throughout the
day.
Tuesday, December 7
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at Dexter Center at 9:30
a. m.
Drama, "Picnic," will be
presented by University
Theatre in the MS University
Theatre at eight p.m.
Faculty recital by Marie
Taylor on piano and harp-
sichord will be at 8:15 p.m. in
Old Recital Hall, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Delta Sigma Phi Arts and
Crafts Festival will be at
Beshear Gym of MSU Student
Center from nine a.m. to
seven p.m. Call 753-9135 for
information.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
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since 1946 — has been in the
back of many local minds, both
within the union and the com-
pany as well as townspeople not
directly connected with the
plant, for many weeks.
Shortly after the union voted
to go on strike against Tappan,
we urged that both union and
company officials meet across
the bargaining table and work
together to bring a swift end to
the strike. Now, almost 18-
months later, we are again
_urging the two sides to continue
to cometogether in the mutual
interest of getting the local
Tappan plant back into full
, production.
No city likes the thought of
losing the payroll of its largest
GUEST EDITORIAL
the day the union went on
strike. And during that time,
according to company
estimates, over $9 million in
wages have been lost.
Everyone feels the loss of a
local payroll.
It is a certainty that if Tap-
pan decides to close its local
operation, the opportunity for
the union and the company to
find that middle ground will no
longer exist. That possibility
grows each day.
To date both the company
and the union have been losers
in the negotiations. And
ultimately, if the strike is set-
tled, neither side will be a "win-
ner" by itself. If a settlement is
reached, both sides, and the
The Murray Ledger & Times
Published 13)
Walter L. Apperson, publisher uiAv NEWSPAPER., In R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
Edttur tab and opinionated arta les kin this page are pre...Mot lor
the purpose of providing A forum for the free tot hang.. of ,ftffcriro:
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opinionated articles to onls those which parrallei the r,btltriat
philosoptis of this newspaper would be a dime's ii, to OW reader,
therefore at urge readers who do riolagree with an editorial stand or
thr,' ideas presented tw an indis what writer in A t olL,11111, to respond
with their feelings on the particular issue being di.. ussed
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The possibility that the Man- industrial employer. Our corn-
sfield, Ohio, based Tappan munity has, in effect, been
Company may close its Murray without its largest industrial
operation has been mentioned employer since June 23, 1975,
with ever-increasing frequency
since United Automobile




yesterday that Tappan has pur-
chased a plant in Dalton, Ga.,
for manufacturing microwave
ovens has brought a possible
closing here into sharper focus.
We must point out that the
company has been careful not
to inject the closing of the plant
into discussions concerning the
local operation, but it still lurks
as a strong possibility.
The prospect that the com-
pany would actually close the
local operation — a plant that
has been producing stoves here , (con'tTunity as well, will jointly
be *riffs.
We hope that ,the company's
purchase of the Georgia plant is
not the beginning of the end for
the Murray operation. Murray
and Tappan have progressed
together for 30 years and that is
one marriage we feel can be
saved rather than divorced.
If Tappan closes its local
operation the effects of it will
be felt not - only in the im-
mediate loss of jobs and payroll
but for years to. come. Other in-
dustries will take a long hard
look at the local situation
before any consideration to
locate in this area is made.
Murray needs more jobs for its





throughout Kentucky have a
responsiblity, as well as an op-
portunity, to get their party in
shape to.,render its maximum
of honest, conscientious public
service during the next four
years.
With Democratic of-
ficeholders in firm control of
both the state and federal
governments, it is incumbent
upon the party to provide the
ideas, the policies and the
leadership to keep America —
• and Kentucky — strong,
prosperous, morally good and
responsive to the people's
needs and wishes.
The key element among those
named above is leadership.
And like the other basic
requirements of a successful
democratic society, the selec-
tion of a party's leadership
begins at home.
It begins with the selection of
lowly precinct officers, who
name the members of a county
executive committee, who elect
the party's district. and
statewide officers, who help
select the national officers, and
so on up the line. A breakdown
or weakening of the selection
process anywhere along the
line can result in a wrong
choice of candidates or party
officers at the state or national
level.
Kentucky Democrats who
are interested in their party
and its role in state and
national affairs during the
years ahead will go to their
general election polling places
on Dec. 4 to begin this leader-
ship selection process.
Republicans will do the same
thing at different times and dif-
ferent places.
But the burden is upon
registered Democrats this
year. Their choice of party
leaders can have an influence
on national goals and national
accomplishments during the
next four years.
— Paducah Sun Ikmocrat
Letter To The Editor
Chamber Congratulated
(The following letter was received
• this week by the Murray Chamber of
Commerce.)
• Mr. James L. Johnson
Executive Secretary
Murray Chamber of Commerce
Post Office Box 190
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Dear Jim:
Congratulations on the 50th an-
niversary of the Murray Chamber of --
Commerce.
The Chamber has been a guiding
force in Murray's development, and
your contribution and that of your co-
workers has added immeasurably to
the effectiveness of the statewide
development iirogram. State and local
cooperation is an outstanding and
unique characteristic of our program.
With the help of interested citizens,
active local chambers and strong
development programs such as you
have in Murray, our past success in







Based on tops righted outlines produced tis the Committee on
the Uniform Series and used bs permission
THE COMING ANNOUNCED
Luke 1:26-38
In Luke, the careful biographer, we
have a splendid example of the type of
men whom the Holy Spirit used to make
available to the world the important
facts concerning the life and work of the
Lord Jesus Christ. This lesson is the
first in a series of four entitled "God
Comes to Man in Jesus."
The Promise— Luke 1:26-31
Mary, a devout and godly Jewish
maiden, and Joseph, a devout and
capable young carpenter, were
betrothed or engaged to be married.
Among the Jews in that day an
engagement was not a light thing which
might be broken off casually upon some
slight pretext. The tie of betrothal was
as sacred as that of marriage. It was
customary for a couple to be engaged
for approximately a year before
marriage. During that interval, un-
faithfulness on the part of the young
lady was punishable by death. During
this period, Joseph and Mary were
looking forward with great anticipation
to their coming nuptials. For them it
was a time gilded by many bright hopes
of future happiness.
In the meantime, God sent the angel
Gabriel to Nazareth in Galilee to ap- •
pear to the virgin Mary with a very
specific and personal message for her.
Gabriel suddenly and unexpectedly
appeared in Mary's presence, while she
was yet a virgin, and informed her that
she was the one whom God had chosen
to conceive and to become the mother
of a child, " whose name would be
"Jesus," in fulfillment of the prediction
and promise in Isaiah,7 : 14: "Therefore
the Lord himself shall give you a sign;
Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and
bear a son, and shall call his name
Immanuel."
Cognizant of the surprise and shock to
Mary it this unexpected an-
nouncement, Gabriel assured her that
God had made her the object of much
grace in choosing her as the human
channel through whom the Redeemer
and Saviour would be brought into the
world. This announcement of Mary's
forthcoming supernatural conception
was the most wonderful one that was
ever made to any woman. It is no
wonder that Mary was startled beyond
description by Gabriel's an-
nouncement. Soon-all fear and per-
plexity left Mary and she believingly
and submissively acquiesced in the will
of God.
The Prediction—Luke 1:32-33
For the encouragement of Mary, who
doubtless was thinking of the great
blessedness which would come to future
generations through her son, Jesus
Christ, Gabriel also predicted His
greatness and the perpetuity. of His
kingdom. This "Son of the Highest"
deserves to be recognized by all of us as
both our Saviour and our Sovereign.
The Plan—Luke 1:34-38
Mary was startled by the presence of
the angel Gabriel and puzzled by his
message that God intended. to use her
as the channel through whom His Son
and man's Saviour would come into the
world. This honor was the highest that
could cqme to any woman and Mary
was the one upon whom God had
bestowed it. Knowing that she was a
virgin, Mary could not understand how
she could bear a son, so she inquired of
the angel, "How shall this be, seeing I
know not a man?" Gabriel explained to
her that God had the ability to make
possible the virgin birth, whereupon
she remarked, "Behold, the handmaid
of the Lord; be it unto me according to'
thy word." Mary's expressed
willingness to become the human in-
strument through which the Saviour
might come into the world in the flesh
was highly commendable. She cer-
tainly set a noble example for all of us
who have,a longing to be used by the
Lord in carrying out His purposes.
Even though Mary was honored more
than any other woman in being per-
mitted to become the mother of the
Lord Jesus, it is both unsciiptural and
sinful to deify her, or to attempt to exalt
her to the place of a mediator between
God and men. Mary possessed many
commendable traits of character, but
she was neither divine nor sinless;
therefore, she must never be accorded
the place of deity.
ImEARTIN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 64 years old and I
have been drawing Social Security and
my company pension for two years
now. I have not been doing any work or
anything else these last two years. I
would like to do some work for some
sort of public service organization. Do
you know where I can get in touch with
any of these organizations?
ANSWER: Headline has compiled a
list of over 40 national associations
devoted to public service. For a copy of
this free list write to Heartline — Public
Service and enclose a long, self-
addressed, stamped envelope.
HEARTLINE: My wife is seriously ill
Letter To The Editor
Thanks
Dear Editor:
I take this opportunity to express the
appreciation of the Farm Bureau
membership and myself for the
cooperation you and your news staff
provided during our recognition of
Natioanl Farm-City week.
I feel that the coverage and pictures
used in your newspaper drew added
attention to the need for working
together of urban and farm people. I




Calloway County Farm Bureau
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and had to stop work two months ago.
She had worked as a clerk in a
department store about eight years
before her illness. Will the fact that I'm
working and earning a good salary keep
her from qualifying for disability
payments from Social Security?
ANSWER: No, your earnings will not
affect her eligibility for benefits based
on her own earnings. To be considered
disabled under the law, a person's
illness must be severe enough to keep
him from performing any substantial
gainful work and it must have lasted or
be expected to last at least 12 months or
to result in death. If you believe that
your wife qualifies for disability
benefits, have her get in touch with the
Social Security office as soon as
possible.
HEARTLINE: I am receiving Social
Security benefits and my only child
reached age 18 in June. Since he is no
longer going to school his benefits were
to end that month, yet he received his
last check on June 3rd and cashed it.
How can he refund the money? R. B.
ANSWER: He does not have to refund
the money because his receipt of the
June 3rd check was correct. Social
Security checks received on the 3rd are
for the preceding month. Therefore, the
June 3rd check was the benefit for May.
Also, please advise your son that if he
starts school again before he becomes
n to file a claim at any Social Security
office for student's benefits.
For a better understanding of this
rule and other 'facets of the Social
Security program, Heartline has
developed "Heartline's Guide to Social
--Security." This book is in easy-to-
understand, question-and-answer form
and in large print. It carries a full
money-back guarantee if you are not
satisfied.
To order, send 62 "Heartlines
Guide to Social Security," Box 4994,
Des Moines, Iowa 50306. Please allow 30
days for delivery.
Bible Thought
Scornful men bring a city unto a
snare: but wise men turn away wrath.
Proverbs 29:8.
Some people, working against God,
can keep trouble alive. The wise are
working for God. Are you?
Lot_
A long-lost friend returned to
downtown Murray Thursday when the
Bank of Murray re-installed its time
and temperature clock on the corner of
4th and Main.
The clock was removed during the
bank's extensive addition and
remodeling project.
There's one thing about the time-
temperature clock that's been changed
from before, however, which may
startle some people at first glance.
The clock now flashes the tem-
perature in Celsius degrees as well as
Fareheit degrees, in addition to giving
the correct time in hours and minutes.
The Celsius temperature is
designated by a small "c" at the right.
Celsius is the established temperature
system in the International System of
Units which was adopted by Congress
for the U. S. last year. A 10-year
transition period was established for
conversion to the new system.
So, if you pass by and the tem-
perature reads minus three as it did
early this morning, don't go back home
for more clothes. It's probably the
Celsius +temperature. (Freezing on the
Celsius scale is 0 degrees while on the
more common Farenheit scale it's 32
degrees. The Celsius boiling point for
water is 100 degrees compared with the
212 degrees Farhenheit.)
We think the addition of the Celsius
scale to the time-temperature clock is a
sign of progressive thinking on the part
of the Bank of Murray.
We all have to convert to the system




Murray Ledger & Times Editor
helping us learn a new temperature
scale.
0+0
Another reminder on this year's
Rotary Club sponsored Christmas
Parade which will begin Saturday at 2
p. m. on Main Street near Murray
Middle School. Don't miss it — it
promises to be a great way to spend an
afternoon.
And while we're at it, the Murray
Optimist Club opens its annual
Christmas tree sale tomorrow on the
parking lot between Burger Queen and
Boone's Laundry on N. 12th St.
Those people who like a real tree at
Christmas should check out the
Optimists' selection. All profits from
the tree sale go to the club's youth
programs in Calloway County.
.0+0
To prevent a fire in your home the
Red Cross says to make sure discarded
matches and cigarettes are out. Never
smoke in bed. Collect combustible
rubbish such as oily rags in covered
metal containers and throw them out
regularly.
Use a fire-retardant material on your
roof. Replace worn wiring and ex-
tension cords. Handle gasoline-and
&tinnier flammable liquida -with care
and never bring gasoline into the house.
Keep candles and other open flames
away from Christmas trees. Have the
telephone number of the fire depart-
ment handy (in Murray it's 753-1441, in
the county it's 753-6952) and make sure
your children know how to call.
Contemporar Religious Thoughts
Bible Accuracy
By Dr. Bill Whittaker, Pastor
First Baptist Church
Many people question the authority of
the Bible with the accusation the
writings are not historically accurate.
A discovery - last fall has for some
"reopened the whole question." Paolo
Matthiae, an archaeologist from the
University of Rome, discovered 15,000
cuneiform tablets in a high mound of
dirt north of Damascus. The tablets tell
about the kingdom of Ebla, a powerful
nation which existed between 2400 and
2250 B. C. These rerikarkable tablets
describe a complex civilation of 260,000
people with a far-reaching influence.
The Eblaite Empire flourished about
300 years before Abraham led rthe,
Hebrews into Canaan_ The translation
of these clay tablets has just started but
the tablets include evidence that some
of the tie*b-Pre and places mentioned in
the • Old Testament are based on
historical fact.
A few sceptics may be impressed.
Believers who have long loved the Bible
and hear it with authority are tempted
to say I told you so! We gain assurance
in the faith when historical evidence
from secular sources corresponds with
historical facts contained in the Bible.
We should not be surprised for the Bible
is a record of God's dealings with man.
It records history which climaxed in the
coming of Jesus Christ. The Christian
faith is a historical faith. It is rooted in
events which continue to change the
course of history.
However, the authority of the Bible
and the certainty of the Christian faith
rest on a greater foundation than
historical evidence. The Spirit which
inspired the writing of the Bible has not
been unemployed since the Bible was
written. The Word of God is -alive and
active, sharper than any two-edged
sword" ( Hebrews 4:121. The Word has
authority because through it God
speaks to us the message of life. From
the written word we encounter the
Word made flesh. The knowledge God
loves us so much he gave his Son brings
us forgiveness and the gift of an
abundant, eternal life.
As the great poet and novelist, Sir
Walter Scott, lay dying he said to his
son-in-law, Lockhart, "Son, bring me
the Book." There was a vast library in
Scott's home and the bewildered son-in-
law said, "Sir, what book, which
bookZ:L.Th.e dying bard replied, -My
Son, there is just one Book. Bring me
the Book." It was then that Lockhart
went to the library and brought Scott
the Bible. God's Word is still the Book of
books. When the pulpit proclaims the
Bible the people will listen. The world
wants to hear a word from the Lord.
When the family gathers around the
Bible, the divorce rate will decline
When young and old hide the treasure of
the Book in their heart, sin will be
defeated and Godly lives will change
the world.
We share with William Cowper his
reverence for God's Word:
A glory gilds the sacred page,
Majestic like the sun:
It gives a light to every age;
It gives, but borrows none.
The hand that gave it still supplies
The gracious light and heat;
His truths upon the nations rise;
They rise, but never set.
My soul rejoices to pursue
The steps of Him I love,
Till glory breaks upon my view
In brighter worlds above.
Archaeological discoveries which
support the historical facts of the Bible
will not give the Bible any greater
power than God has already given it.
The Word has authority in the life of the
person who has reaponded to Jesus
Chrj,,st and who lives under the standard
of the Word. Such a person delights to
read it, searches for its meaning, and is
convicted to share its message with a
world in great need of the word of life.
10 Years Ago
An addition to the Grace Baptist
Church on South Ninth Street, Murray,
is now being constructed, according to
the church pastor, Rev. Loyd Wilson.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lola
Parker, age 81, and Mrs. J. M. (Ida
Mae) Solomon, age 50.
"Christmas in Story and Hymn" will
be presented at the First Methodist
Church on December 4 with Paul W.
Shahan as director and Dan McDaniel
as organist.
Cub Scouts from Den One of Pack 145
made a goodwill trip to the Con-
valescent Division of the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. Mrs. Sam
Kelley is den leader.
In high school basketball games
Calloway beat' Benton, Murray High
beat Fancy Farm, and University High
lost to Cuba. Stan Key got 30 points for
Calloway.
20 Years Ago
Holmes Ellis, general manager of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association, discusses the acreage and
poundage program for tobacco in a
special feature story today.
Deaths reported include H. C. ( Pete)
Boyd, age 76, Mrs. Nancy Bell
Thompson, age 76, and Adon Williams,
age 39.
The Printed' Power Book Store will
open December 6 at 202 South Fourth
Street, Murray. Owners are Dr.
Conrad H. Jones and Bro. Ernest
Clevenger, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Carter Brandon who
retired two weeks ago after over, ;0
years of milking cows are featured in
an ad for Ryan Milk Company.
Mrs. H. B. Bailey has been named as
chairman of the 1955 Christmas Seal
Drive, sponsored by he Home
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Morning Worship 11:00 a m. Thurs. niteEvening Worship 7:00 p ni
UNITED, 310 IRVAN
ELM GROVE Sunday School
Morning Worship II 00 a in Evening Worship
Evening Worship 7 00 p m ['MAROS CHAPEL
SALEM BAPTIST Sunday School
Morning Worship 11 • 00 a m. Worstup Semee
Evening Worship 7: a p m. Evening Worship
SUGAR CREEK FIRST UNITEDSLmday Worship 10.00 a.m
Morning Worship 111° a ue• m- Ts. &Thu s
Evening Worship 7 , 1S p m.
OWENS CHAPEL
Morning Worship 11 00 a. in
Evening Worship 5 top m
MOUNT NORD FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School 9 30a in ChristianWorship 11 00 a m
ILOOMOAK PRIMITIVE 'FIRST CHRISTIAN
1st Sunday . 2-00 p. in . Worship Semces 10 45
3rd Sunday 10 30a in. MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
OLD SALEM BAPTIST Worship
Sunday School 10100 a. m. Bthle School
Worship Sera ce ii ma. m. Evening Service
Vesper Service 5:00 p.m. CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
COLDWATER OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday SchoolMorning Services 11 -00 a. m.
Evening Services 6.00 p. m. S7. LEO CATHOLIC
HURCH0FAITH BAPTIST Sunday Mass 8 a m . 11 a
Morning Worship 11.00 a m Saturday Mass 6 top in
Evening Worship 6 30 p m 
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
LOCUST GROVE SERVICES i
Morning Worship II .00 a in Farmer Ave and 17th St.. Murray,
Evening Worship 7 00 p m. days 11 00 a m Testimony
CHESTNUT STREET GENERAL 
1 Wednesday 8 p m.
Sunday' School 10'00 a m. JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
WatchtowerMorning Worship 11 00a In.
Bible Lecture
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTtST CHAPEL A.M.E.
Sunday School 10.00 a. in. Worship Sernces 11 00
Preaching 11 00 a.m. &6.00p.m. ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPALWednesday night 7,00 P. rn. Worship Hour
SPRING Clint Church School
BAPTIST CHURCH IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Morning Worship 11:00a.m. Sunday School
Evening Worship 7:00p. m. Morning Worship
ST. JOHN BAPTIST CNUIKII SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST.--.Sabbath School
Morning Worship II" a- rn- Worship Service








Worship Service 11 a in . lot Sunday . 10 00 a




Worship Service 9 30• in
Sunday School 10 30 a in
GOOD SNIPNIRD UNITED
Worship Service 11 00 a in
School 10 00 a m
• of Christ isioarthoola ammo -
Sunday Schooi 10 00 a in
NEW PROVIDEIKE Morrung Worship 11 00 a m
11 00 a ni KIRKSEY UNIT1D
6 30 p in &arida) School 10 00 a in
UNIVERSITY Morning Worship II 000 in
10 30 a irn Evening Worship 7 00 p in
6 00 p m
MEN PLAIN COLDWATER UNIT1D
10 40 a „I Worship Service 11 03 a m 1st & 2nd SUP-
7 00 p „, daY 1000 a in 3rd & Ath. Sunday School
WEST MURRAY 10 00 a in 1st & 2nd Sunda). 11 00 a. m. Irti
10 50 • in & 4th Sunday.
6 00 p m
YON*GROVE TIMM HILL UNITED
10 50 a in 9dorrung WorsNp 10 00 a.m.
6 00 p in Sunday School II 00a. m.
SIVENDI A POPLAR FIRST MMIODIST10 40 a rn woramo II 451, 10 Slim in
6 00 p ni
NEW CONCORD 111USSUS,C11AP1L UNITED10 50 a in Sunda) School 10 00 • in
6 °ID P m Morning Worship 11 boa m
PLEASANT VALLEY
11 00 a III LYNN GROVE
 6 00 P in Mortuint Worship Service 11 00a m
SECOND STREET Sunday School 10 00 a m
10 45m in
6 CO p m OOSINEN METNODIST
FRIENOSIIIP Morning worsNp Services 9 301 in
10 00 a m Sunday School 10 40 a in
11 00 a in Evening services 1st , 3rd & 5th Sundays
HAZEL CHURCH Preaching Service 6 30 p. in
Of CHRIST
10 00 COLE'S CAMPGROUND
1030 Worship Service 10 00 a in
6 00
so 7 00 DEXTER-HARDIN UNMD
COLDWATIER Worship Se mice 10 00 a in
10.50 a rn 1st & 2nd Sundays 11.00 a in
6 °I3P-M 1st & 3rd& Eth Sunday
KIRKSEY CHURCH
Of CNRIS1 MT. NINON
10.00a in Worship Service 10.00 a ni lot Sunday &
10 50 a rn 11 00 a m 3rd Sunday Sunday School I I 00
7 oo p 
in.
 , Sunday. iii Wed- saunmd.lyst Sunday - 10 00 a in 2nd, 3rd, & 4th
ALMO MT. CARMIR
10 00 a in Worship Service 10 CO a in 2nd Sunday
11 00 a in 11 00 in a 4th Sunday Sunday School 10 00





Morning Services 10 45 a rn
10 00 a ni, Worship Service 110013 CHAPEL UNITED
y 9 30a. .other SOnday & 3rd Sunda in
PLEASANT GROVE Evening 7 00 p m
9 45 a in 2nd & 4th Sunday 11 00* in
II 00 a in No Evening Worship
OAK GROVE BETHEL UNITED
10 00 a in In & 3rd Sunday " II 00 a m
11 a. m , 7 p in 2nd & 401 Sunday 9 30 a ni
Evening 6 00 p ni
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
MOUNT PLEASANT . Sunday School - . 10 0011 ril
11 -00* in Morning Worship II CIO a m
7:00 p, in Evening 7 00 p. in.
FIRST IllESSYTERIAN STOlti Y'S CHAPEL UNTTID
9 30 a in Morning Worship 9 43a. m.
10 45a in Sunday School 10 43a m.
Supporting Firms.
. •








9 45 a m.
10 45 a m_ ..
5 15 p m.
6 00 p in.
7 00 p m.
11:00 a m.
7 • 00 p m.
,
11 00 a in
7.3° P. m i
10 00 a. rn.





11: 00 a m.
7.00 p. in
7 00 p m
AVE.
10 00 a m
7 00 p m
10 • 00 a in
11.00 a. III.
7 30 p m
. & 7 : 00 p.m.
. m.7 00 p
\
a m . 7 00 p.m
• 30- 31917 m.
930a. m.
6. OG p in
10.45 a in.





9..30a m- - -. - -





Sat 10 30 a m.


















































































































































































Your Complete Tire Service Center
"We Service Them All-Large or Small"
Max Keel
E. Main IL Indian. Rd. 753.7111
,
Bags & on mons, Beauty
Beads Salon






Murray's Most Complete Diportment Store
Palace




(Thicken - Pizza -Spaghetti
LunchesSandwiches- Steaks - Sandch
"Jesus Saves'
--I TO6 Cheerier St I 'nder New Management 753.$7
Boyd's Auto Repair
Gerrald Boyd-Owner
- Complete Aetoreetic Treasseissien Service
- Front End Ahriman
- Complete Toin-Up I. Repair Unice-
209S In 733-1751
























South 2nd66 753-2752 or 753-3571
a
Peoples Bonk of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC
500 Main So. 12th & Story Chestnut St...:
753-3231 753-6655 753-1215
Corvette Lanes
"Bowling A t Its Best







Hems 6:43 a... to S p.m. - S Days
Worship With Your Children
'  •C hildren Are Gods Gift
Ave., Murray 753-8807
Nereet-Matoder-Greinlia-kure-Pecer
Top Ovary Used Can




Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
. 1/2 Block E. of S. 1201




A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St. 753-4424
Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
,
Dunn Furniture
..c4IF> T.V. & Appliance
Whirlpool Soles & Service
Uncle JoHi Slumping Center
Quasar ,
=i-:-u54-:F Fancy Plants , r.
--.
Your Plant 8. Wicker 
-
--, - Headquarters
Oilieseisil twat 753140 ,,, I153-3017
1
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
8th 8. Chestnut 753-4832
,
,.. .0...1 ,-,: Murray Cablevision
( Phone 753-5005V 
Bel-Air Shopping Center

















Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.





















Free Pickup IL Delivery
Open 6:30 cm.. Close 11:00 c o.
Seneca Open COO eris. Close 10:00 p nu















' floats of finality. Economy 411%
1 Selections ' ' 
_ •- -
Open 7 Days




JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
IA Ivrea Serino Caliewry Grimes
753-1323 med (while Comities
If t VS F.TIRT Val VOt .









We use plastic L
wood treatment for
100 So. 13th St. mold fungus 
753-3914
Murray Memorial Gardens
Jerry D. toms, Donald A. Jones and lorry Sitter, owners ..,-1
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service










Private Ireaiifett Luncheons. ()nine,'
Sunday Buffet liencheon 11 to 1 30










Your Complete Tire Service Center
For Passenger-Truck L Farm Tires
808 Coldwatet,Rd. 753-3164
, _ Shirley's Florist &
. , Garden Center
, FTD Flowers for All Occasions
House Plants Landscaping
500 N. 4th 753-3251 • 753-8944
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.





INA- Air Shoppong Center









Phone 753-5801 205 N. 4th St.
low,,
Grecian Steak House
Tom Andrews - Your Host




Highest Cash Prices for
Wheat- & Soybeans




West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager















Steak specialFri., Sat., Sea. •T-114014
Ne. 12th Ed. 641 -Ca1 in Orders te 753-4419 Phone 753-1220
•







Only The Name Is The Same This Time
The name is the same, that's about it.
Last year in the finals of the Regional Tournament,
Paducah Tilghman used a fourth quarter rally to come from
behind and bury Murray High 69-52.
The two teams will match up tonight at Murray High in the
seas()n opener for Tilghman.
Much is different. Five of i ilghrnan's top six players from
last season are gone. They include Brandon Warren, Rodney
Cash, Tyrone Goodwin, Charlie Whitehead and James Greer.
Gone from Murray High are Bob Wilder, David Frank,
Donnie Williams, Chris Kurz and 6-4 Andrea Perry who was
suspended before the season began. Perry might well be
back on the team after the Christmas break.
As for the Tigers tonight, Lindsey Hudspeth should be back
in the lineup. He suffered a chipped bone in his neck back on
November Sin the last football game of the season.
Tilghman goes with a one-guard offense. Of course
everyone knows who that guard is, senior speedster Delbert
Shiunpert who averaged 16 points per game last year and
was selected to the All-Region team.
Starting at center will be 6-5 sophomore Richard Abraham
while the forwards will be 6-1 junior Chris Davis, 6-0 junior
Lemuel Sutton and 6-0 senior Doug Williams.
It will be the smallest team to play at Tilghman in many,
many years.
Bullets Blow Big Lead
But Still Manage Win
By The Associated Press
Pay attention now: Dick
Motta is giving a class in
sports psychology.
"The most dangerous thing
is a 20-point lead," notes the
coach of the Washington
Bullets.
Why?
"When you get that far
ahead." says Motta, "you
have a.tendency to let up, and
you usually clilop down to
about eight points. By the time
you build a big lead, you have
spent yourself."
. The lesson was
.dramatisally put across
Thursday night when Motta's
'Bullets had to pull out of a
tailspin in the last quarter
before posting a 102-90
• National Basketball
Association victory over the
Atlanta Hawks.
Washington led 73-54' in the
Chil-d quarter before Atlanta
chopped the big lead to six
points. But then Elvin Hayes
helped the Bullets pull away.
In other NBA action, the
Golden State Warriors
outscored' the San Antonio
Spurs 124-116 hnd the Houston
Rockets routed the Milwaukee
Bucks 137-110.
; Forward Len Robinson
'scored a career-high 33 points
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who bees not
received their loome-dolivered
copy of The Murray Ledger 8.
Times by 5:30 p. m. Monday.
Friday or by 330p.m. on Satyr-
days ere orged to call 753-1916
between 5:30 p. m. and 6p. no.,
Monday-Friday, or 3:30 p. m.
end 4p. m. Saturdays, to Moire
delivery of the newspeper. Calls
must be pieced by 6p. m week-
days or 4 p. m. Saturdays to
guarantee delivery.
in leading the Bullets' victory.
Robinson, whose previous
career high of 29 points-73's
scored against the Hawks last
season, had21 at the half.
J4h.n Drew, usually
Atlanta's top scorer, got into
foul tr-ouble early and finished
with only seven points. Joe
fvferiweather, with 19 points,
was high for the Hawks. Phil
Chenier had 24 points and
Hayes 20 for Washington.
Warriors 124, Spurs 116
Rick Barry scored 30 points,
including four in the final
minutes when he also had two
assists, leading Golden State
over San Antonio.
Golden State led by 10 points
late in the third period, but the
Spurs cut the margin. to 97-94
by the end of the quarter and
stayed close the rest of the
way.
Rockets 137, Bucks 110
ZRudy Tomjanovich scored
38 points, pacing Houston to a
club-record seventh straight
victory. Tomjanovich set a
Summit scoring mark,
breaking the old record of
Seattle's Fred Brown, who
had 37. ,
The Rockets, who led by five
points after the first quarter,
improved their margin to 20 at
the half and 29 after three
periods. Houston's biggest





Navratilova advanced to the
quarterfinals of a ;100,000
tournament with a 6-2, 6-4
victory over liana Kloss of
South Africa. '
SKIING
BROMIO, Italy — Claudia
Giordani of Italy won the
season's first women's giant
slalom by .04 seconds over
American Cindy Nelson.
The key for tonight's game will be two things: first of all,
Murray must get offensive rebounds. If Tilghman controls
the boards, look for Tilghman to win. Secondly, the Tiger
fans can really give their team a boost by absolutely making
so much noise they could scare Tilghman off the floor.
If it's a close game, look for the experience to come
through for Murray High.
The football predictions ended up at 94-13 for the season.
The basketball predictions may not even finish .500 because
of the weakness of the First Region.
But like Jimmy Carter said in his campaign: Trust me.
Maybe you can put a little faith in me, I'm 4-4 thus far in
basketball predictions. For those wondering why I picked
Trigg over Murray High Tuesday, I'll be honest about it. I'm
getting very old.
I thought Ricky Rhdford was the one who was 6-7. That was
his brother who graduated last year.
For tonight: Tilghman at MURRAY HIGH by 11, Calloway
at PROVIDENCE by two, Ballard at LIVINGSTON CEN-
TRAL by four, LOWES at Carlisle County by nine, Lyon
County at MARSHALL COUNTY by 12, Heath at ST. MARY
by two, Wingo at SYMSONIA by 14, LONE OAK at Reidland
by 17, Fulton County at HICKMAN COUNTY by three and for
Saturday, Livingston Central at CALLOWAY by six and
MAYFIELD at Tilghman by 11.
ROUGH UNDERNEATH—Tammy Boone hauls off a rebound
and prepares to move the ball out while Mary Ann Littleton
(30) finds out basketball is a rough sport as she gets pushed
and elbowed by Barbara Smith (52) of Fulton City.
TOO LATE—Lora Taylor (20) of Fulton City is late to cat-
cli JaMa Washer (12) of the Tiger girls who drives in for two
points.





































Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Fulton City has a jinx on the
Murray High girls' basketball
team.
Unfortunately for Fulton
City, it's not the kind of jinx
where they defeat the Tiger
girls every time they play.
Instead, and unfortunately for
both teams, Fulton's jinx has
to do with style of play.
It was the style of play that
was the highlight Thursday
night as the Tiger girls blitzed
the Bulldogs, 44-14 in the
season opener for both clubs.
To be honest about it, it was
the kind of season opener both
teams would more or less like
to forget. The Murray High





County Jaycees will hold a
banquet Monday night to
honor the Murray High Tiger
football team.
The banquet will begin at
6.30 p. m. and will be held at
the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Steve Doran will be the
featured speaker.
Anyone may attend the
banquet and the price is four
dollars per person, at the door.
points, were far from being
impressive.
The Tigers committed an
unbelievable total of 39 floor
errors. Fulton was right in the
running also as they. had 35
floor miscues. For those who
like trivia, the clock stopped
exactly 100 times in the game.
There were several good
points though about the
Tigers. They did manage to hit
12 of 19 free throws, which
isn't bad for the first game of
the season.
Also, the defense shut
Fulton off from the inside as
the Bulldog girls jacked up
long shots throughout the
gate.
"We played somewhat the
same type of game we played
them down there last year in
our opening game. We beat
them 39-19 on a Thursday
night.
"Then we played and won
Friday night in the St. Mary
Tournament, played again
Saturday at noon and then
again in the championship
game Saturday night," Tiger
Coach Jane Fitch said.
"I haven't lost faith in our
girls. We blew a lot of awfully
easy shots under the basket.
You might want to know why.
We were tense, we shot the
ball too hard. You can expect
that sort of stuff in your first
game," Coach Fitch added.
Senior forward Tammy
Boone notched the opening
basket of the game, hitting
from under at the 7:38 mark.
But after that, Murray scored
only six more points in the
period while Fulton City could
muster only a pair of field
goals as it was 8-4 going into
the second frame.
With 5:14 left in the half, the
score was only 9-5. For the
next four minutes, the
Bulldogs went scoreless while
Murray rattled off 12 con-
secutive points, with Boone
picking up five of those.
Both Boone and 6-2 senior
center Denise Bumphis got in
foul trouble with each player
having three fouls at in-
termission. Bumphis spent
most of the second period on
the bench.
At halftime, the Tigers held
a 23-9 cushion.
Fulton got the first basket of
the third period at the 6:45
mark to make it 23-11. The
Bulldogs did not score another
point until when with 2:03 left
in the game, Janette Joy hit a
free throw. By that time,
Murray was romping to the
tune of 41-12.
Coach Fitch emptied the
bench during the final period
with everyone on the roster
getting to see action.
The Tigers were paced with
13 points from Boone, the only
player to hit twin figures.
Bumphis had eight while
guard Jaina Washer added
six.
The Tigers will put their 1-0
mark on the line Tuesday in a
6:30 p.m. home game against
rugged Carlisle County. The
two boys' teams will play at 8
P.m.
In the freshman boys'
contest, Fulton held a 23-17
lead at intermission and never
trailed in the second half to
post a 42-34 win over Murray
High.
Nick Hibbard paced the
Tiger scoring attack with 16
points while Nicky Swift
added 11 and Bradley Wells
seven. They were the only
three Tigers to put points on
the board.
Freshman Game
Fulton 10 13 8, 11-42
Murray 6 11 8 9-34
Fulton (42)—Patton 6,
Sullivan 4, Wade 8, Dickerson
7, Jolley 2, and Huddleston 15.
Murray (34)—Hibbard 16,
Wells 7, Swift 11, Daniels,'
Rollins, Reed, Britt and
Milton.
Wan City
fg ft pt tp
Daugherty 0 0 2 0
Pearson 0 1 2 1
Taylor 3 0 2 6
Hutcherson 0 0 1 0
Snuth 0 0 3 0
Wilburn 0 0 2 0
Joy   0 1 0 1
Dallas 2 0 2 4
Isbell 0 0 3
Burnette 1 0 0 2
Totals 6 2 9 14
tg ft pt tp
Boone 5 3 5 13
Littleton 2 0 0 4
Bumphis 4 0 3 8
Farrell 1 3 0
Washer 2 2 0 6
Miller 1 0 1 2
Russell 0 2 1 2
Williams 0 1 0 1
K. Outland 0 1 0 1





16 12 10 44
4 5 2 3-14
8 15 12 9-44
We've gone Celsius!
What's a Celsius? That's easy. Previously
called centigrade. Celsius is the metric
method of measuring temperature It
divides the difference between freezing
and boiling into 100 equal degrees. So
as the United States moves closer to
adopting the metric system, you'll start
thinking of 30° C as good swimming
,weather. and 22° C as comfortable room
temperature And were here to help.
Our time and temperature display will
now not only give you the temperature
in Fahrenheit, but also Celsius. So keep
your eye on us We hope that with each
glance at our display, you'll be reminded
of the same accurate, thoughtful service
you'll find inside our doors
• Bank of Murray
FDIC


















































Coach Joe Hall of Kentucky
is having trouble believing
guard Jay Shidler is only a
freshman.
Coach Kermit Davis of
Mississippi State probably
feels the same way about
Ricky Brown.
The two first-year players
turned in key performances
Thursday night as fifth-
ranked Kentucky smashed
Texas Christian 103-53 and
Mississippi State rolled over
Southern Mississippi 96-72.
Shidler and Rick Robey hit
10 points each and Mike'
Phillips added eight more
during one stretch when
Kentucky went on a 39-12
binge that broke open its
second straight victory of the
year.
Brown, a 6-foot-10 giant,
poured in 32 points, grabbed 17
rfebounds and blocked four
shots in an otherwise sloppily
played game in which 63
turnovers were com-
mitted-37 by Southern.
"I can't say how good
Kentucky is because I haven't
seen that many teams yet, but
I can't imagine anybody being
much better," said Coach
John Swaim of TCU.
"As the season progresses
and the freshman guard
Shidler) comes along, they're
going to become impossible to
Pro Cage
Standings
beat because he'll keep the
other teams off their big
people."
"He isn't a freshman," said
Hall. don't know where he's
been, but he doesn't play like a
freshman. He's a mature,
exciting, aggressive player."
Robey led Wildcat scoring
with 21 points while Jack
Givens added 20, Phillips 17
and Shidler 16.
State breezed to its fourth
straight victory, using a 32-3
spurt during an eight-minute
span of the second half to win
goingaway.
Gary Hooker added 16
points and Ray White 15 for
the Bulldogs while John
Prince paced the Golden
Eagles with 24 before fouling
out.
Davis said State's defense
was the key to taking control
in the second half. "We figure
that if we keep the pressure on
long enough in any game
somewhere along the line it
will take its toll."
ABOVE EVERYONE- Tiger center Denise Bumphis out-
stretches everyone here in a battle for a rebound with a pair
of Fulton City players. Bumphis tossed in eight points ia
Murray's victory over the Bulldogs.
Pirate Skipper Dead At 59
Laker Girls Fall 74-71
To Lone Oak Thursday
Calloway County defeated
toe Oak 60-48 Thursday
night. That was half of the
game. But in the other half,
Lone Oak won 26-11 and as a
result, the Laker girls dropped
their first game of the season,
falling 74-71 to the host Purple
Flash.
The Laker girls actually
outscored Lone Oak by 12
points from the field. But 30
personal fouls and three
technical fouls cost the Lakers
the victory.
Calloway led 15-14 at the end
of the first period, 34-31 at
intermission and $4-48 going
into the last frame.
With about seven minutes
left in the fourth period,
sophomore guard Rose Ross
fouled out. Then with about
five minutes loft, freshman
forward Mina Todd got her
fifth foul.
The Laker girls fell behind
by as much as 10 points but in
Murtaugh Devoted
His Life To Baseball
CHESTER, Pa. (API -
Danny Michaugh, who
pledged to make his fourth
By The Associated Press baseball retirement his last so
National Basketball Association he could devote more time to
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Divisioir-"..'-ehe grandchildren he loved, is
W I. pet, dead at age 59.
12 8 .600 - Murtaugh, wh`o left the
11 8 .579 Pittsburgh Pirates just two
9 11 .450 months ago, slipped into a
coma and died Thursday night
after suffering a stroke two
days earlier.
"In my younger -Years, I
don't think I spent enough "He was a baseball man,"
time with my children," said said Cincinnati Reds Manager
the. sentimental Irishman Sparky Anderson. "He liked it
when he quit in October. so much he came back to it
"I'm gob*, to make jt up when he shouldn't have."
with my grandehil„dren." Murtaugh Was lured out of
' Murtaugh was stricken at retirement three times by his
his home in nearby WOodlyn close friend and mentor,
Tuesday and taken to Crozer.,pirates General Manager Joe
Chester Medical Center. The L Brown, who gave Murtaugh




Buffalo 9 12 .429
NY Nets 9 12 .429
Central Division
Cleve 16- 4 .800 -
Houston 13 1-, .722 2
N Orins 12 8 -.600 4
S Anton 11 10 .524 51/2
Washton 8 12 .400 8 '-
Atlanta , 7 14 .333 91/2
WESTERN CONFERENCE -
Midwest Division
Denver 13 6 .684 or
Detroit 11 11 .500 31/2
Kan City 11 11 .500 31/2
Indiana 9 12 .429 5
Milwkee 4 20 .167 111/2
Chicago 2 13 .133 9
Pacific Division
Portland 13 6 .684 -
Los Ang 11 8 .579 2
Seattle • 12 10 .545 21/
Goldn St 10 10 .500 31/2
Phoenix 7 9 .438 41/2
Thursday's Results
Washington 102, Atlanta 90
Houston 137, Milwaukee 110




New York Knicks at Buffalo
Denver at New York Nets
Seattle at Philadelphia
Cleveland at Indiana
Kansas City at Detroit
Atlanta at New Orleans
Portland at Phoenix
San Antonio at Los Angeles
Saturday's Games
Seattle at New York Knicks
New York Nets at Atlanta
Indiana at Houston
Denver at Washington
New Orleans at Chicago
Los Angeles at Golden State
Milwaukee at Portland
Sunday's Games
Denver at New Orleans
Boston at Kansas City









The Indiana High School
Athletic Association ruling
which barred boys from girls'
teams is "not retroactive to
any sport now in progress,"
says Commissioner Ward
Brown.
This means the ruling will
not apply to the girls'
swimming meet which begins
this week. The IHSAA ruling,
issued Wednesday, came in
the wake of the 'finals of the
state girls' volleyball tourney,
won by South Bend Adams
with three boys in the lineup.
BOWLING
DETROIT - Joey Berardi
of Pearl River, N.Y. took an
18-pin lead over Wayne Zahn,
Tempe, Ariz., in the $100,000
Grand Prix of Bowling.
and his condition steadily
deteriorated.
He had a 10-year history of
heart trouble and his death
followed what he said was a
season of very bad health.
His friends in baseball
mourned the fact that he
would not get the chance to
fulfill his retirement dreams:
scout ballplayers in the warm
and easy sun, smell the roses,




Circuit Judge G.H. Wright has,
placed Auburn running back
Mike Henley on two years'
probation for his conviction of
selling marijuana.
Henley, who pleaded guilty
to the charge, was sentenced
to two years in prison last Oct.
19.
However, Wright granted
Henle •'s re uest for
probation, ordering him to
report to the East Alabama
Mental Health Drug Control
Center to determine- whether
he needs treatment.
Henley was suspended from
the Auburn football team- this







Now Have Our December Sale 4
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Peoples Bank .. . ....... . 33 19
Corvette Lanes 30 22_
Beauty Box n 23
Dennison Hunt ..... 23
Johnson Gro ........ .. . 23 24
.Murray Theaters 27'7 24'7
Bank of Murray 26 26
Jerry's Restaurant . 26 26
Murray Ins 24 28
Paradise Kenne Ls 24 28
Shirley's  22'7 29'7
Dixie Cream Donuts 72 30
Hospital Pharmacy 22 28
Murray-Calloway Hosp. 19 33
High Team Game , SC i
Jerry's Restaurant  714
Murray-Calloway Hosp. 710
Murray Theaters 706
. High Team Game i HC i
Dennison Hunt 1027
Murray-Calloway Hosp. ....... ...  1019
Jerry's Restaurant  1007
High Team &sites 'SC i
'Beauty Box  . 2089
Johnson's Gro 2071
Jerry 's.Restaurant . 2070
High Team Series , HC i
Murray-Calloway Hosp.. .  2996
Jerry's Restaurant  2949
Corvette Lanes 2899
High ind. Game r SC
Wanda Brown ..... ..  194
Mary Harris  L89
Connie Jones  189
Jeanette Williams  139
High Ind Game , HC.1
Connie-Janes 242
Jeanette Williams . . . 239
I krraine Maggard 232
High Ind. Series , SC)
Wanda Br own . 504
Nan, ' Weber . 497
Mar,- Amman 480
High Ind. Series
Connie Jones .  4. 630
Diana Farle% 624
Lorraine Maggard .  623
High Averages,
Marge Hinman., -  165
Wanda Brown  165
Nancy Weber - - - - NI
Elaine Pittenger .  158
Mary Harris 147
Mildred Hodge . . . .146
Barbara Hendon . 146
KAY- Garland . . 144
Judy Hale . . . ..... . .  142
his first managing job.
'Born in Chester on Oct. .8,
1917, Murtaugh began playing
pro baseball at .19 and broke
into the majors with the
Philadelphia Phillies four
years later.
The Boston Braves traded
him to the Pirates in 1947 and
the following year he had his
best season, leading the
league in putouts for a second
baseman, assists and double
plays while batting,.290.
Brown hired Murtaugh to
manage the New Orleans
farm club in 1952 and he
guided them to fifth place his
first season while playing
part-time.
He had been third base
coach for the Pirates less than
two years when Bobby Bragan
was fired and Murtaugh was
promoted to manager.
Pittsburgh finished in
second place the next season
after eight years at the bot-
tom, or near bottom, of the
National League.
Just two yes later, in 1960,
he led the Pirates to a World
Series triumph over the New
York Yankees. His heart
condition forced him to retire
in 1964 but he stayed on as a
part-time scout.
It was to be the first of four
retirements for Murtaugh as
Pirates manager.
He returned in 1967 after
Ham Walker was fired,
retired at the end of' that
season, and came back again
in 1970 when Larry Shepard
was dismissed.
He led the Pirates to a
second World Series victory in
1971, over the Baltimore
Orioles. He tried, to retire
agair, at-the close of that
season.
"I want to take some time to
smell the roses," he said, but
he did not spend long in the
garden. Brown called him
again_in 1973 after firing Bill
Virdon.
Murtaugh is survived by his
wife, Kate, a daughter and two
sons. His son Tim manages
the Pirates' top farm club.
Funeral arrangements were
incomplete.
UK Denies Report Of
Deal Over Curci's Job
By BOB COOPER
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP , -
University of Kentucky . of-
ficials term as "utterly
ridiculous" and "nonsense"
published reports that the
NCAA has offered a deal in-
volving possible dismissal of
football Coach Fran Curti.
The report, quoting un-
named sources, was made by
John Crittenden, sports 'editor
of the Miami (Fla. ) News, Ito*
said the NCAA had- -told
Kentucky it would be placed
on probation for one year if it
fired Curci and for three years
if it didn't.
"My policy has been from
the beginning not to make
comments about the progress
of the NCAA investigation,"
Kentucky President Otis
Singletary said.
"I'm not going to violate
that now, but I will tell !,ou
that that story is nonsense,"
Singletary said.
Kentucky Athletic Director
Cliff Hagan said any report of
a deal-or an offer of a deal-
between the NCAA and the
university here is "utterly
ridiculous."
Kentucky officials did at-
tend a hearing about a month
ago before the NCAA in-
fractions committee,
allegedly to discuss possible
recruiting violations.
However, Hagan said no
word has arrived at the
university yet on the outcome
of that hearing. "We're ex-
pecting it any time," he said.
The committee's report,
when it does arrive, could find
Kentucky guilty bf NCAA
violations and could recom-
mend a penalty, Hagan said.
-Howevef, the uniA3rsity would
have at least two appeals open
to it before any penalty could
be assessed.
At worst, the last recourse
for the university would come
in early January when the full
NCAA council meets, 'Hagan
said.
It could have no effect on
Kentucky's appearance in the
Dec. 31 Peach Bowl, the
Wildcats' first post-season
game in a quarter of a cen-
tury, Hagan said.
Not only has the university
not been offered a deal that
Crittenden described, Hagan
-said, but "we wouldn't even
-consider any type of
arrangement like that.-
Hagan said the university
already has taken "certain
corrective measures" to
rectify any possible in-
fractions in recruiting
procedures, but he declined to
say what they were.
"I don't want to go into it
until we get this thing ( the
NCAA report ) and then would
be the time to go into it," he
said.
Curci angrily declined
comment on the story in the
Miami paper.
Dave Eterst, a member of
- the enforcement division of
the NCAA's headquarters in
Kansas City, said his
organizatioq has no such




what the appropriate action
maybe," he said.
Hagan said there was
"nothing to" the story and
added that "people here are
going to be hurt by it. It will
hurt our recruitiq in par-
ticular.
"We are, as we have been,
in a holding stage, waiting to
see what the outcome of this
.thing is going-to be," Hagan
said.
"I have only one word for
the whole story," Singletary
said. "Nonsense.'.,'
the final 90 seconds, put on a
vicious rally and pulled to
within a point and had a
chance to go ahead. But a free
throw fell off and Lone Oak
scored on a fastbreak to go
back ahead by threcand that
was the game.
The three technical fouls
were for a rule infraction.
Three times on the press, the
Lakers were called for having
hands over the end line,
consequently they were hit
with three technical fouls.
"We're still over-reacting to
To Bulls
DETROIT AP) The
Detroit Pistons ave sent
guard 'John* engelt to the
Chicago. on a conditional
basis, depending on his ability




Jetton 2 6 3 12-23
Murray 13 3 4 8-28
Jetton (23) - Bunch 2, Bell
11, Jones 2, Whitthorn 7 and
COpeland 1.
Murray ( 28) - Alexander 2,
Morgan 6, Washer 4, Jackson
13, Brandon 1 and Thompson
2. Tiger girls now 2-0 for
season.
Eighth Grade Boys
Jetton sa 8 6 2 2-18
Murray 9 11 12 7-39
Jetton ( 18 )- Jones 2,
Talbert 10, Marshall 2, George
2 and Ray 2.
Murray (39) - Crittenden 6,
Hooper 2, Schanbacher 6,
Roberts 13, Sims 3, Bumphis 4,
Hill 3, Butler 2, Bartholomy,
Requarth, Shelton, Boggess,
Ball, Morton, Payne, Taylor,
Bradshaw, Hargrove,
Alexander,. Lovins, Utley,
Finney and McMillen. Robin
Roberts had 11 rebounds and
Howie Crittenden had seven.
Tiger boys now 1-1 for season.
Moss Back To Big Red
ST. LOUIS (API - Free
agent Eddie Moss, released by
the Chicago _Bears before the
start of the season, was signed
Thursday by the St. Louis
Cardinals of the National
Football League.
Moss, 27, a 6-foot, 215-pound
running back, began his
career with the Cardinals in
1973. and played in 23 games
through 1975, _primarily on
special teams. He was traded
to the Bears last summer.
the ball. We're very emotional
and sometimes, it can get you
in foul trouble," Coach
Marianne Davis laid.
"I thought we got a great
-game from ROSS. She was in
foul trouble even in the fir*
quarter but she still stayed in
the game and did everything I
asked her to do. We also
excellent games from yn
McKenzie and S es.
"There were o surprises.
Kim Willi reshman ) and
Penny • rbey came off the
be . really looked tough.
e played very well, she
was aggressive and was
hitting the boards. Overbey
was driving through the
middle and shooting over Lone
Oak's tall people," Coach
Davis added.
Marilyn McKenzie paced
the balanced Laker scoring
attack with 15 points while
Susie Imes also hit double
digits with 10.
Patricia McKenzie, Felicia
Pinner and Penny Overbey all
had eight points.
In the rebound department,
Marilyn McKenzie grabbed
off 11 while Todd hauled in
seven.
Lone Oak is rated as the
fourth best girls' team in the
Region in the poll of coaches.
Kim Moore, a 5-11 guard,
paced the Purple Flash
scoring attack with 28 points
while forward Kathy Herndon
added 15 and forward Kara
Kenyon 13.
In the freshman boys' game,
Callciiiay County raised its
record to 2-1 with a 57-54 win
over bone Oak.
With six seconds left in the
game, the Lakers led 55-54 and
Gary Emerson was at the line
with the bonus. Twice, in an
effort to rattle Emerson, Lone
Oak called time. But Emerson
came back and hit both
charity tosses to ice the win
for the 'Akers.
Emerson's 21 points paced
the attack for the Lakers while
Guy Furr and Timmy Graham
each added eight. Terry
Paschall grabbed off 15
rebounds.
The Laker freshman team
and the girls, who are also 2-1,
will play at Mayfield next
Thursday.
Freshman Game
Calloway 15 10 14 18-57
Lone Oak 12 15 14 13=-54
Calloway (57) - Emerson
21, Furr 11, Lamb 5, Scott 6,
Graham 8, Edwards 2, and
Paschall 4.
Lone Oak (54 - Shoemaker
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AUSTIN, Tex. (AP) -
Former University of
Arkansas Athletic Director
John Barnhill was right about
the possibility of an Arkansas-
Texas matchup in December
being a dud, but wrong about
the year.
In . 1969, ABC asked
Arkansas and Texas to move
their game from mid-October
to Dec. 6. At that time, Bar-
nhill warned Arkansas Coach
Frank Broyles that the two
teams might wind up playing
for the championship of
Travis County, Tex., and
Washington County, Ark. _ _
As it turned out, the game
was for the national cham-
pionship and Texas won 15-14.
The following year, ABC
again,_ had the game
rescheduled for December
and Texas won the Southwest
Conference championship by
beating the Razolikacks 42-7.
This year, however, it is for
the championship of Travis
and Washington counties.
Arkansas is 5-4-1, Texas 4-5-1.
The winner will finish fifth in
the SWC, the loser sixth.
On Saturday afternoon, ABC
will televise three college
division playoff games on a
regional basis - the Division
ffl finsils pairing St, John's
Minn. against Towson State,
and the Division II semifinals
which list Montana State at
North Dakota State and
Morthern Michigan at Akron.
Other games on Saturday's
light schedule include Baylor
at Texas Tech in the afternoon
and Miami at Houston and
Nebraska at Hawaii at night.
Also, Salisbury, Md. State
plays Inter-American U. at
San Juan in the Cocoa Bowl,
Abilene Christian meets
Harding in the Shrine Bowl,
and in NAIA semifinals Elon
plays Central Arkansas and
Texas A&I goes against
Western, Colo. State,
Arkansas, plagued by
injuries, has used five
quarterbacks this year - Ron
Calcagni, Houston Nutt, Tom
Rystrom, Mike Scott and
Martin Lemond - and three of
the five have started at least
one game. Rystrom, a fresh-









starts against the Longhorns.
Arkansas, which hasn't won
in its last four games, is
coming off a 30-7 loss to Texas
Tech. Texas lost to Texas
A&M 27-3 last Thursday.
Texas has lost four of its top
five running backs, including
fullback Earl Campbell, since
the season began.
Cainpbell, an All-SWC
choicl as a freshman and
sophomore, is expected to
play against Arkansas. He has
been sidelined with a pulled
hamstring since Oct. 30.
A crowd of about 50,000 is




Andy Brown, the last
barefaced goalie in major
league hockey, will he out of
action for the rest of the World
Hockey Association season.
Brown suffered a back in-
jury during a pregame
warmup at Quebec Nov. 19
and underwent surgery for a
ruptured disc. He will remain






By The Associated Press
EAST
Columbia 85, Rutgers 75
Lincoln 73, Md: Eastern
Shore 55
Rhode Island 78, Brown 74
Temple 83, Hofstra 75
SOUTI.
Gardner-Webb 90, Mars Hill
so
Kentucky 103 Texas Christian
Kentucky St. 84, Cumberland
74
Maryland 49, Long Island 45
Mississippi St. 96, S. Mis-
sissippi 72
NE Louisiana 78, McNeese
St. 68
New Orleans 72, N. Illinois 67
W.Va. State 82, Glenville 78
53
MIDWEST
Kansas St. 87, Cal Poly 68
Sioux Falls 65, Dakota St. 60
Wisconsin 82, St. Mary's, Ca-
lif. 76.
SOUTHWEST
Oral Roberts 106, Tulsa 62




Arizona 81, Oregon St. 73
Fresno St. 74, Boise State 68
Grand Canyon 81, Chapman
College 69
Nebraska 64, Hawaii 59
Norman College 87, Cent. Ida-
ho St. 86, OT
Wyoming 80, Northern Colo-
rado 58
TOURNAMENTS
Chico St. 70, Humboldt St. 65
Hayward St. 77, Sacramento
St. 75






They say pro football games
are Won and lost at the line of
scrimmage where defense and
offense collide in an ultimate
test of strength.
If that is true, then
Saturday's National Football
league battle between the the
Baltimore Colts and St. Louis
Cardinals should be a classic.
The Colts' defensive unit,
affectionately known as the
Sack Pack, has decked op-
posing quarterbacks a league-
leading 52 times. But St.
Louis' offensive line protects
passer Jim Hart tenaciously
and has permitted him to be
sacked only 15 times all
season.
So, it is the old story of the
immovable object and the
irresistable force. The winner
.of their rush-line con-
frontation also probably will
be the winner of the game.
In Saturday's other game,
Los Angeles entertains
Atlanta with the Rams
needing a victory to clinch the
National Football Conference
West title.
Pat Haden has taken over




Tie one on, with presents that go a
long way in his fashion future. Now
that dressing up is important again,
he'll want these timely new ties that
reflect the spirit and style of contem-
porary elegance. Pick a pair or more
for every lucky man you know, in
stripes, solids, neat,. and spaced
patterns featured in luxurious fabrics
and rich colorings.
OPEN SUM) 1YS 1-5
Nightly Til 8:30
Girt, him a ...
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Rams and tossed two touch-
down passes and ran for
another score in last week's
33-14 victory over New
Orleans.
In that game, Lawrence
McCutcheon rushed for 116
yards, going over the 1,000
mark for the third time. His
4,140 career yards in four
seasons is the second highest
total in Rams history, trailing
only the 5,417 Dick Bass
gained in 10 years.
In Sunday's action, Buffalo
plays at Miami, Houston is at
Cleveland, Kansas City visits
Denver, Pittsburgh entertains
Tampa Bay, Chicago plays at
Seattle, Dallas visits
Philadelphia, Detroit plays
the New York Giants, Green
Bay is at Minnesota, New
England is home against New
Orleans, San Francisco is at
San Diego and Washington
plays ttiV Jets at New York.
In Monday night's game,
Cincinnati plays at Oakland.
Baltimore has clinched an
American Football Con-
ference playoff berth but
needs one more victory or a
New England loss to wrap up
the East Division title. But the
Wildcats Use Strong
Defense To Blast TCU
By BOB COOPER
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
When Kentucky's defense is
really clickin', you can ask
Texas Christian University
Coach John Swaim just how
good it really is:
You better take a sack
lunch if you're going to try to
front their big people, 'cause
you'll be there a long time,"
Swaim said Thursday night
after his Horned Frogs were
crushed 103-53 by Kentucky in
an intersectional basketball
game.
"They're great at using
their strength," he said. "My
center ( Daryl Braden ) had an
awful lot of trouble in there
tonight."
Kentucky went to a 1-3-1
zone defense about five
minutes into the game after
the fifth-ranked Wildcats had
found the toads scrappier than
expected.
That did it.
The result not only was a
shutoff of TCU scoring, but
fired up the Kentucky team
for a 54-26 halftime ad-
vantage. Kentucky never





Hodge & Son  10-v
Murray Appliance . 35 13
Corvette Lanes 32 16
Mutual of Omaha  31 17
Gene Body Shop 25 23
Ledger & Times 23 25
Randy Thornton Tlle .22 26
Baker Auto Repair ... . 22 26
Devanti's  21 27
Hospital 21 27
Pagliai's  18 30
Ky. Lake Oil  16'-v 31'.s
Colonial Bread 16 32
Moose 16 32
High 'ream Game 1SC
Corvette Lanes .. 913
Hodge & Son .......900
Corvette Lanes  . 890
High Team Game HC
Hodge & Son 
Corvette Lanes ..
Murray Hospital , 
High Team genes SC
Corvette Lanes   2635
Hodge & Son  . . .... .. 2506
Murray Appliance .. 2497
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Gene Body Shop .
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The Wildcats, who had a
shaky opening last Saturday
against Wisconsin, were more
than firm against TCU when
they hit 42 of 73 field goal
attempts for 57.5 per cent
from the field. The five
starters hit at a 65 per cent
clip.
"I feel a lot better tonight,"
a smiling Kentucky Coach Joe
Hall said. "I think the team
showed 'they have learned to
play unselfishly."
Hall had cried long and loud
after Kentucky blew a 20-point
lead against, Wisconsin,
winning by only 72-64. He said
it was a lack of team p1.4 that
almost did Kentucky in.
Against TCU, it was exactly
the opposite.
With 22,312 fans on hand at
Lexington's new civic center,
Kentucky took control early
and shcwed the killer instinct
they have lacked in running up
the nation's longest winning
streak - now 12 games
without a loss.
"I can't say how good
Kentucky is because I haven't
seen that many teams yet,"
Swaim said, "but I can't
imagine anybody being much
better.
"As the season progresses
and that freshman guard (Jay
Stadler) comes along, they're
going to become impossible to
beat because he'll keep the
other teams off their big
people," Swaim said.
Hall noted that while Shidler
is a freshman, he doesn't play
like one.
"I don't know where he's
been, but he doesn't play like a
freshman," Hall said. "He's a
mature, exciting, aggresive
player."
Shidler hit seven of his 16
shots - mostly from 20 to 25
feet - and finished with 16
points, fourth best in the
Wildcat scoring column. Rick
Robey led the way with 21
while Jack Givens had 20 and
Mike Phillips 16.
Phillips, who "Was ejected
from the game along with
TCU's Cornelius McFadgon
after an altercation early in
the second half, needed s. roe
stitches for a cut over his eve
and was scheduled today for
x-rays on an elbow.
Braden, with 12 points. wag
the only TCU player in double
figures.
In other Kentucky college
basketball games Tbursday,
John Bell broke a 58-581ie with
6:24 left in the game to push
Kentucky Wesleyan on to a 75-
69 victory over Union.
Colts' situation is not nearly as
serious as the one St. Louis is
in. The Cards are tied with
Washington in the NFC East,
but the Redskins have the
edge by virtue of having
defeated the Cardinals twice
this season. The survivor of
that battle is almost certain to
get the NFC wild card spot.
The Sack Pack is led by
tackle Joe Ehrmann, who has
II' 2 quarterback dumps to his
credit, and ends Fred Cook
and John Dutton, with 11 and
10, respectively.
Handling them will be the
assignment of the Cards'
offensive line, headed by Dan
Dierdorf and Conrad Dobler.
Occasionally, defenses have
charged them with using less
than legal tactics in their
protection of Hart.
"Sure, it's embarassing
when the referee calls a
holding penalty and identifies
you," said Dierdorf. "But it's
more embarassing to turn
around and see your man
sacking your quarterback."
-I'll do anything I can get
away with to protect my
quarterback." Dobler .said.






Tom Young had every right
to plead, "No defense."
"Every time we'd come
close," said the Rutgers
basketball coach, "we
somehow managed to give
them a cheap bucket!'
It was an open-and-shut
Case against the 17th-ranked
Scarlet Knights Thursday
night - they were guilty of
playing poor basketball en
route to a stunning 85-75 loss to
unheralded Columbia.
That was the first loss for
Rutgers after 30 regular-
season victories, spanning two
seasons.
"Our lack of 'get' hurt us
tonight ... particularly our
lack of experience," noted
Young, whose team reached
the final four in last year's
NCAA playoffs but lost two
key starters in Phil Sellers
and Mike Dabney.
The victory, particularly
notable because it came at
Rutgers' court, was especially
rewarding to Columbia Coach
Tom Penders, although he
_tried to play down its
significance.
"We're trying to build and
this is certainly a step in the
right direction," said Fen-
ders. "I don't want to go
.overboard. I don't want the
kids to think they've arrived,
because we have a lot of work
to do."
In other games involving
college basketball's ranked.
teams, No. 5 Kentucky
walloped Texas Christian 103-
53, No. 11 Arizona trimmed
Oregon State 81-73, and No, 16
Maryland defeated Long
Island University 49-45.
Juan Mitchell scored M
points and Alton Byrd con-
tributed eight assists as the
inspired Lions upset Rutgers.
Mitchell, a 6-foot4 forward,
and Byrd, a 5-7 guard, were
playing only their second
varsity games.
Mitchell scored 16 points in
the first half, helping the Lions
to a 12-point lead. Columbia
took advantage of Rutgers'
lack of frontcourt depth by
dominating the boards after 6-
9 James Bailey and 6-7 Abdel
Anderson were forced to the
bench with three fouls apiece
during the first nine minutes
of the game.
Phil Taylor and Herman
Harris combined for 45 points,
leading Arizona past Oregon
State.
Steve Sheppard's three-
point play with 14 seconds
remaining helped Maryland
shrug off LIU's slowdown
game and finally beat the
Blackbirds. At one point in the
second half, LIU went into a
freeze for nearly 11 minutes
and the tactic drew a sarcastic
response from the crowd,
which began singing
Christmas songs. The pep
band struck up "Mickey
Mouse," igniting waves of
laughter.
In other games, it was
Mississippi State 98, Southern
Mississippi 72; Duquesne 100,
Wheeling 70; Kansas State 87,
Cal Poly-Pomona 68; Temple
85, Hofstra 73; Oral Roberts




CHESTER, Pa. - Former
Pittsburgh Pirates Manager
Danny Murtaugh, who led the
team to two World Series
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State Legislature To Hear
Chief Justice Explain Proposal
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — Both
houses of the General Assembly were
scheduled to convene in special session
today to hear chief justice Scott Reed
explain in the Supreme Court's
proposals for Kentucky's new lower
court system.
The Senate and the House adopted
resolutions invitrng the Kentucky
Supreme Court justice to address a
joint session of the legislature.
House Majority Leader Bobby
Richardson, D-Glasgow, said the chief
justice's explanation "would be
valuable to us," while Senate Majority
Leader Torn Garrett, D-Paducah, said
he hoped that Reed would "shed some
light" on the Judicial Article.
Legislators are meeting in special
session this year primarily to enact
legislation to implement the Judicial
Amendment approved by voters a year
ago.
It calls for a state-run district court
system to replace existing lower courts
on Jan. 1,1978.
Not all legislators are happy with the
prospect.
Rep. Albert Robnison,,R-London, told
fellow House members Thursday that
passage of the Judicial Article was a
"Pearl Harbor" for the' state
legislature, and would eventually lead
to increased taxes.
"If I have ever seen a Pearl Harbor
on the legislature, it would be the ac-
tions of the courts, the Kentucky bar
and a select few who stood to benefit
from creation of a new court system,"
Robinson said.
He charged that the Judicial
Amendment has_proven to be a "gravy
train for the hides, and attorneys and
others who will gain power at the ex-
pense of local government and the
people."
The Republican lawmaker indicated
that while taxes may not have to be
raised during the current session, they
will have to be raised eventually to pay
for the new judicial system.
"This special session can make
everyone happy by giving them
everything they want," he said. "Like
the grasshopper who dances in the
summer and starves to death in the
winter, the next seglion will pay the-
bill," Robinson said. ---
The Supreme Court has asked the
legislature to appropriate $21.8 million
to pay for the lower courts operation
through June 30, 1978.
However, the top state financial
official has advised the governor that
current unappropriated resources total
just $12.3 million.
Rep. Art Schmidt, R-Cold Spring, is
going one step further than his
Republican colleague from Laurel
County. Schmidt said he will introduce
legislation today to rescind the part of
the Judicial Article creating a system
of district courts.
In other House action, the
Appropriations and Revenue Com-
mittee was expected to meet today to
begin preparations for hearings on the
proposed budget.
The budget review is scheduled to
begin on Monday.
Trial Commissioner Bill Tabled
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Showing
some legislative muscle, members of a
House committee tabled an ad-
ministration-backed bill • that would
lave given local officials a major role
in the selection of trial commissioners
for the new district court system.
The House Committee on Judiciary-
Courts tabled legislation Thursday
proposed by House Majority Leader
Bobby Richardson, D-Glasgow.
The bill would have created local
judicial nominating commissions in-
cluding the county judge and members
appointed by the fiscal court and the
largest city in the _district. The com-
mission would submit three names to
the district judge, from which a trial
commissioner would be selected.
Rep. Steven Beshear, D-Lexington,
called it "probably the most blatant
political maneuver" in the im-
plementation of the Judicial Article.
— "It has nothing to do with getting
good trial commissioners," Beshear
said. "It's a move to somehow assuage
the feelings of county officials whose
power has been taken away."
Vnder the Judicial Amendment
approved by voters last year, a new
state-run system of district courts will
replace existing county and municipal
courts on Jan. 1, 1978. Trial com-
missioners will be appointed to serve in
counties without a district judge.
Meanwhile, meeting jointly with the
Senate counterpart, the Judiciary
Committee recommended to the state
Supreme- Corirl (hat all trial
commissioners work part time and be
allowed to practice law in their spare
time.
The committee recommended that
the trial commissioners' authority be
limited so they may not hold trial.
The Supreme Court proposed rules
last week setting up two levels of trial
commissioners — attorneys who could
hold trial and who had virtually the
same authority as district judges
except that they were appointed, and
non-attorney trial commissioners with
limited authority.
Mine Safety Program Ready
For Passage In State Senate
By GEORGE W. HACKETT .
Associated Press Writer -
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — An ex-
tensive deep mine safety program,
given a high priority by Gov. Julian
Carroll, was ready for passe in the
Kentucky Senate today.
There was little doubt among some
legislators that the measures would
breeze through the upper chamber and
be dispatched to the House for further
action.
"We will pass it," said Sen. Ken
Gibson,-'13-Madi.somrille, chairman of
the commission which wrote the bills
that would, among other, things, put
mine safety analysts in the field to
reduce accidents.
The bills also require Kentucky's
27,000 underground miners to be cer-
tified and they stipulate that any new
miner must have 95 days of training
and apprenticeship to qualify.
Mines also would be required to have
a rescue team available within 60
minutes driving time ,of their
operations. If none is, available, the
Kentucky Department of Mines and
Minerals would have to provide one.
The mine safety bills received their
second readings in the Senate Thur-
sday. Approved by voice vote was a
resolution calling for early settlement
of the Jefferson County teachers'
strike.
•
Sen. William Quinlan, D-Louisville,
who submitted the resolution, said he
was "concerned about the education of
our children."
Among measures introduced was one
from Sen. Danny Yocum, D-Louisville,•
setting up enabling legislation for
Jefferson County to expand its sewer
system.
A similar proposal was defeated
during the regular session earlier this
year.
- Yocum said the legislation is needed
to enable the county to take advantage
of federal financing and meet the
minimum water quality standards.
Sen. Gus Sheehan, D-Covington,
introduced a bill to ease the problem of
crowded ballots, a situation that came
up in Jefferson Counly. During the 1975
primary, the county had 668 can-
didates, forcing officials to list 77 of
them on paper ballots.
Sheehan's proposal calls for elec-
tronic and electromechanical voting
systems in which voters record their
choice by means of marking a device or
punching or marking on one or more
ballot cards.
They would be designed so that the
votes could be tabulated by data
processing machines at one or more
counting places.
We are the only ones left that still do it. . .
The Old Timey Way
It may be the slow









Tag It and Hold
ft Until Dec. 22nd
for you
The Perfeq Gift!!
The Old Fashion Way Means
our number of hams
is limited — Come in today






GILMORE GETS WISH, BUT STILL WAITING—Convicted Killer Gary Gilmore is shown
here speaking to George Latimer, left, Utah Board of Pardons Chairman at a hearing
this week to determine whether Gilmore's death sentence should be commuted. The
board ruled that the esecution, which Gilmore had requested, would not be com-
muted. Gilmore waited in his Death Row cell today, however, to learn whether his
mother would succeed against his wishes in getting the U. S. Supreme Court to delay
his 'sionday sunrise eliecution. (AP Witepholo)
Meetings Opened
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
The House Committee on
Committees is open to the
press for the first time during
this special session of the
General Assembly.
The committee, composed
of the house leadership, has
traditionally met behind
closed doors.
It assigns legislation to
appropriate committees and
makes Committee . ap-
pointments.
Crupper Injured
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Rep. Clay Crupper, D-
Dry Ridge, was injured
Thursday in an automobile




Thursday afternoon at Kings
Daughters Memorial
Hospital.




Dresses (Sires 6-20) /.3








Pant Coats, Full Length,
Plain & Fur Trimmed
1304 Chestnut
Dixieland Shopping Center
Hours: 8:30 to 6:00














Big Truckloads of Honda Motorcycles Delivered











WEARING APPAREL • HELMETS
*JACKETS • GLOVES





Honda Kick 'N Go
Ptus
Helmet, Jacket, Motor-
cross Gloves and T-Shirts
Register anytime before 3 J. m.
Saturday Dec. 18, 1976
OVERBY HONDA SERVICESALES
801 S. 4th St. • 75304092
} OPEN /3 to 3 DAILY • FRIDAYS TO 8 PM_
Robert and Reda Overby, Owners and Operators
•0-
107 N. 3rd. Murray, Ky. 753-1601
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Mrs. Robert D. (Marie) Taylor, Assitant Professor of
Music 4 Murray State University, will be presented in a
recital of keyboard music featuring both piano and har-
psichord on Tuesday, December 7, at 8:15 p. m. in the
Old Recital Hail located on the second floor of the
original building comprising the Price Doyle fine Arts
Comple‘. Works of Scarlatti, Cc:wenn, Mozart and
Chopin will be performed in addition to a more recent
composition, Sonata for Harpsichord, by Vincent Per-
sichetti, a leading American composer. Mrs. Taylor
came to Murray State in 1969 and has appeared
throughout the area as both a solo and chamber music
artist. There is no admission charge and the public is in-
vited to attend.
UMW President Miller Says He's Tired Of Being CalleVTyrant' way I m
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.
(AP) — United Mine Workers
President Arnold Miller says
he's tired of being called a
paranoid tyrant, among other
things.
"I predicted earlier this
week in Huntington that the
upcoming (union) election
would be a muckraker," he
said Thursday night, "and the
statements that have been




to statements attributed to
UMW Secretary-Treasurer
Harry Patrick in an interview
with the Charleston Gazette
earlier this week. The UMW
president contacted the AP by
telephone, saying he wanted to
give his side of the story. .
"Harry Patrick was quoted
as saying 'Miller loves the
power and the glory of the
presidency but won't accept
the responsibility,' " he said.
"Well, if I hadn't accepted the
responsbility I won't know
where we would be. The truth
of the matter is, I've gotten
very little help from some
others with the same
responsibility I have to serve
Painless Dentistry May
Be On Way In The Future
BOSTON (AP) — For people
who fear going to the dentist,
there's good news for the
future: a chemical spray that
removes decay from teeth
with little drilling and almost
no pain.
Researchers at Tufts
University who developed the
chemical, called GK-101, say
they have tested it suc-
cessfully on human patients.
Government Looking For Sites
To Bury Radioactive Wastes
WASHINGTON (AP) —The
government is looking for a
half dozen locations in the
nation to bury radioactive
waste.
The disposal project may
cost more than $20 billion,
including $2 billion for civilian
atomic waste that is expected
to accumulate at power plants
over the next 30 years and
perhaps 10 times that to
solidify and transport military
wastes now in liquid form.
The Energy Research and
Development Administration
told a news conference
Thursday it will search all but
three of the 48 .contiguous
states for the sites. It said it
will bypass only Iowa, New
Jersey and Delaware, which
do not seem to have un-
derlying salt, rock or clay
formations suitable for safe
' burial.
'ERDA said it will try to:,
reach compromises with
states that object to the in-
stallations.
ERDA is looking for large
underground formations of
salt or rock tight enough and
stable enough to keep
radioactive wastes safely
isolated from the earth's
surface for thousands of
years.
The agency said it would not
be ready to select specific
sites until late 1978, and hoped
to have the first of them
operating by 1985.
The repositories, to be more
than 1,000 feet underground,
are intended so far to hold only
some 330,000 cubic feet of
solidified wastes from civilian
nuclear power reactors.
Military nuclear wastes
already add up to some 8
million cubic feet and will
total some 11 million cubic
feet by the end of this century,
said ERDA officials.
But Frank Baranowski,
director of Nuclear Fuel Cycle
and Production, said these
military wastes can be greatly
condensed to fit into the same
underground vaults with the
civilian wastes, if a decision is
eventually made to bury them
as well.
ERDA said it would study 36
states next year in various
degrees of detail.
ERDA earmarked 13 states
for both intensive study of
existing scientific information
and direct field observations.





York, Ohio, South Dakota,
Tennessee, Texas, Utah, and
Washington.
•9 pieces of Kentucky Fried Chicken
•1 pint of potatoes •1/2 pint of gravy
•1 pint of slaw, •6 buttered rolls
Kentucky Pled eltickenH
Although the method is
years away from being
available to dentists, it ap-
pears to be the closest thing
yet to painless dentistry.
The new method requires no
anesthesia even for large
cavities, the doctors say, and
virtually eliminates the
grinding pain of traditional
dental work.
The technique was
developed and tested by
Melvin Goldman and Joseph
H. Kronman, both professors
at Tufts Dental School.
the membership."
He said Patrick's
statement, "lacks by a lot
being completely truthful and
consistent."
• Miller denied that he had cut
off the heat at the UMW
headquarters building in
Washington, D.C., that he
refused to let Patrick travel
and that he had declined to let
staff members work after
office hours.
He pictured Patrick as an
ambitious rival who was
seeking to discredit him.
"He's been putting together
a road show for some time
now," Miller said of his for-
mer ally. "He tried to upstage
me at the (Cincinnati) con-
vention and he's let me know
he doesn't support me."
Patrick was quoted as
saying that prior to the union's
constitutional convention in
Cincinnati last October, Miller
gave him "a ultimatium"
demanding his support.
"What I said, word for
word," said Miller, "was
'somewhere up the road I've
got to run again. Are you going
to run with me?' He said, 'I'll
talk with you after the
convention,'"
"I don't see how anybody
could misunderstand or
misconstrue the meaning of
that."
Miller also accused Patrick
of failing to support him
during the hectic 10-day
convention at which Miller
and other union officials often
were met with jeers and boos
from dissident —.delegates
among the 1,800 UMW
members who attended.
"The kind of backing he
gave me was not the kind I
needed to run a responsible
working convention," Miller
said. "I had to chair the
convention under the most
adverse conditions and there
were only five or six people I
could rely on to do what I told
them. Patrick was asked on
several occasions to keep me
advised about some particular,„
matter and he didn't do it." .
As for the charges he is
becoming remote and
paranoid, Miller said: "I have
no damned body guards
although I do have the
responsibility to see that union
property is properly
safeguarded. When Patrick
asked me to let his staff work
after office hours I said it was
alright but I wanted to know
who would be working and
what they would be working
on. He may see that as
paranoia, but I see it as being
responsible."
Miller said he did not plan to
seek Patrick's support in the
June 1977 union elections.
"I'll name a slate of 13
people to run with me," he
said. "Harry Patrick's name
won't be on it. As far as I'm
concerned, he's already made
it very clear he doesn't want to
run with me.
"The nominating begins
Jan. 15, and the election will
be June 14. The way I see
things, I'm accountable to the
membership. I invite anybody
who doesn't like the 
doing things to run against
me.
"We have majority rule in
tbis union and we'll let the
membership decide who's
paranoid and who's not."
Dr. Willard J. Alk, Jr., FlPh., right, pharmacist at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital was recently
honored as "Duke of Paducah" after a speech at the
West Kentucky State Vocational-Technical School,
Paducah, Kentucky on November 30. The award was
presented by B. A. Hamilton on behalf of Bill Murphy,
mayor of Paducah. Hamilton in making the presentation
noted that Ails, a Paducah native, is the author of .two
successful books and highly recognized as a
professional pharmacist. Hamilton also cited his out-
standing involvment in the prevention of the drug abuse
problem as a reason for the award. Ails was invited to
speak to the West Kentucky State Vocational-Technical
School by the cultural committee headed by Mrs. Mary
G. Sledd. He spoke on the problems of youth and how
to live a successtul life.
•
You asked for a car to
i-neet t.oday's needs.
.You got It:The Answer." •
A special Corolla from Toyota.
A car built Toyota tough to meet the demands for
high gas mileage and a low price. That's "The Answer."
The lowest-priced, highest gas mileage car in America.
Based on a comparison of manufacturers' suggested





 "The Answer." A new
car that costs less than many used cars. And "The An-
swer" has something no one else has—unbeatable
Toyota touohness at an unbeatable tough price.
Highest gas mileage car in America. That's "The An-
swer." Gas mileage no one else can match. In 1977 EPA
tests "The Answer" got 49 mpg on the highway, 36 in the
city These titings with a 1.2 liter engine are estimates.
!mai '-
110'
How did Toyota come up with (T''
"The Answer"? We started .with
the durable, proven Corolla and elimi-
nated some of the luxury features. But we \
didn't touch the car's quality. \but' still find \
things like welded unitized-body construc-
tion, steel guard- door reenforcements and ' "
McPherson Strut front suspension. This special ear be-
came"The Answer." A car that's inexpensive, not cheap.
A car that carefully re-
tains the toughness that's
a part of the Toyota tradi-
tion. See your Toyota
dealer tOday. He's the
only one who can show
you "The Answer."
Toyota Motor Sa es USA Inc 19,6
95
The actual mileage you get
will vary depending on
your driving. habits and your •
car's condition and equipment.
THE LOWEST STICKER PRICED,




For quicker service on large orders call
MURRAY 753-7101 MAYFIELD 247-6443
Jack Marshall owner
YOU ASKED FOR IT YOU OT IT






















SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
Gary Gilmore waited in his
Death Row cell today to learn
whether his mother would
succeed against his wishes in
getting the U.S. 'Supreme
Court to delay his Monday
sunrise execution. The
nation's highest court and
three courts in Utah were to
consider a variety of pleas
today seeking to stop Gilmore
from facing a firing squad two
days after his 36th birthday
for the murder of a Provo
. motel clerk. Attorney Anthony
Amsterdam, representiag
Ressie Gilmore of Milwaukie,
Ore., on Thursday asked U.S.
Supreme Court Justice Byron
R. White, the Utah Supreme
Court and a state district court
in intervene in the case.
PLAINS, Ga. (AP) — Cyrus




negotiate an end to the
Vietnam war in 1968, has been
selected by Jimmy Carter to
replace Henry A. Kissinger as
secretary of state, sources
say. The president-elect was
expected to announce the
appointment of Vance, 59, at a
news conference today,
sources close to Carter said.
Carter also was expected to
announce the appointment of
Atlanta banker Thomas
Bertram Lance as his budget
director.
BOSTON (AP) — Offshore
oil development will bring air
pollution to the beaches and
rocky inlets of New England
— but not enough to threaten
the way of life in its seaport
towns, a federal report says.
And the financially depressed
region would gain thousands
of jobs and billion of dollars
worth of investments if a large
oil strike were made in New
England's continental shelf.
The report is far more op-
timistic than a congressional
study • of proposed energy
projects off the shores of New
Jersey and Delaware released
Thursday in Washington.
INTERNATIONAL
TOKYO (AP) — Huang
Hua, China's leading
diplomat, has been named
foreign minister in a gover-
nment, shakeup expected to
buttress the policy of rap-
prochement with the United
States. Huang, formerly
Peking's U.N. ambassador,
replaces his old friend and
longtime associate Chiao
Kuan-hua. R was believed
Chiao was removed because
he and his wife were close to
Mao Tse-tung's widow, Chiang
Ching, who is under arrest -
with three other leaders of the
radical wing of the Chinese
Communist party.
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
(AP) — The 15 members of the
Security Council begin private
meetings today to work out
arrangements for the election
of the next secretary-general
of the United Nations. Unless
the Chinese veto him,
Secretary-General Kurt
Waldheim appears certain to
be re-elected. Waldheim and
former President Luis
Echeverria of Mexico are the
leading candidates.
CULIACAN, Mexico (AP) —
Thousands of peasants have
disrupted farm work in the
state of Sinaloa to enforce
demands for land, and Ian-
downers warned that their.
crops could suffer. The owners
asked Gov. Alfonso Calderon
to come to the region today to
try to convince the squatters




is faced with a difficult
decision over production of the
controversial B1 bomber,
potentially the costliest
bomber in the nation's history.
The Ford Administration
Thursday awarded contracts
to start production of the B1,
putting Carter in the position
of having to cancel a project
that is already underway if he
decides against it. An aide
said he hasn't made a final
decision.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Denver criminal courts have
become the first in the nation
to test a new method of ending
disparity in sentences for the
same crimes. The Law
Enforcement Assistance
Administration', describing
the project today, said judges
in several other states are
watching the Denver ex-
periment with an eye toward
applying it to their own
communities. The experiment
involves a formula developed
specifically for Denver in
which points are awarded
according to the seriousness of






Thomas Lee Bowler has been
found guilty of murder in
connection with the death last
May of his Wife, Bobbie June
Bowler.
A Graves County jury
returned the verdict Thursday
after deliberating more than
four hours at the end of the
four-day trial.
The jury recommended that
Bowler be sentenced to 20
years in prison.
Judge Seth T. Boaz has
scheduled sentencing for Dec.
7.




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
City government to state
government was the jump
made by two new legislators
sworn in for the special
session of the General
Assembly.
Each chamber has a new
member. The new state
%presentative is Dolly
WNutt, D-Paducah, who
served as Paducah mayor
from 1972 to 1976.
She was unopposed in her
election last month to the
House seat of former Rep.
Fred Morgan, D-Paducah.
Morgan resigned to become a
member of the state Board of
Claims.
In the Senate, Randall
Donahue, D-Loretto, replaces
Sen. W. R. Gentry Jr., D-
Bardstown. Donahue is mayor
of Loretto in Marion County.
Gentry resigned his Senate
seat to become a member of





Make short work of your gift list,
With lustrous chrome writing
instruments by Cross Beau-
tiful and usefol mechani-
cally guaranteed for a
lifetime






114 S. 5th, Murray 753-1640
18-0Z.
POUND CAKE
99  REG. 1.29
Choose from tasty marble, °rang -





cotton corduroy uppers with
moc vamp, new :ow hee: and natural
ounded toe. Sizes to 10.
Handsome full length
mirror complemented






For the :itt:e shooter at Christmastime, choose a 350-shot de:uxe BBgun.
MONTE CARLO WOOD STOCK





Gallon size solvent keeps glass
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I Deaths and Funerals 
Ruben Mathis Dies Miss Eva Perry Is
With Rites Today
The funeral for Ruben
Mathis of Benton Route Five
is being held today at one p. m.
at the chapel of the Linn
Funeral Home, Benton, with
the Revs. Willard Beasley and
Heyward Roberts officiating.
Burial will be in the Union
Ridge Cemetery.
Mr. Mathis, age 86, died
Wednesday at 5:10 p. m. at the
Benton Long Term Care Unit
of the Benton Municipal
Hospital. He is a retired
farmer, a veteran of World
War I, and a member of the
Union Ridge Baptist Church.
Survivors are his brother,
Henry Mathis of Benton Route
Five, and several nieces and
nephews.
D. F. Van Meter
Dies; Funeral Is
Today At Chapel
Funeral Jrvices for Darrell
F. Van Meter of Benton Route
One are being held today at
one p. m. at the chapel of the
Collier Funeral Home, Ben-
ton, with Bro. Willis Green
officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Van Meter, age 62, died
Wednesday at 8:45 a. m. at his
home. A retired plant
engineer for Argonne National
Laboratories, he was a
member of the Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Virginia Van Meter;
mother, Mrs. Eva Van Meter,
Enterprise, W. Va.; one
daughter, Miss Lynn Van
Meter, anfrone son, Darrell
Van Meter, Jr., Benton Route
One; two sisters, Mrs. Phillip
Chickrell, Enterprise, W. Va.,
and Mrs. Jennings Criswell,
Fairmont, W. Va.; one
brother, Archie W. Van Meter,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Chastene Stone Is
Dead At Age 61;
Rites Saturday
Chastene Stone, farmer of
the Lynn Grove community,
died Thursday at 9:55'p. m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 61 fears of
age.
Mr. Stone, a resident of
Murray Route One, was a
member of the Salem Baptist
Church where funeral ser-
vices will be held Saturday at
2:30 p. m. with the Rev. Virgil
Blankenship officiating.
Interment will be in the
Salem Cemetery with the
arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call after
three p. m. today (Friday).
Born April 19, 1915, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of Zula fEtheridge Stone,
who survivds, and the late
Witt Stone.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Anna Bell Rogers Stone,
Murray Route One; mother,
Mrs. Zula Stone, Dexter; one
daughter, Mrs.- Bobby
(Shirley) Lamb, and two
grandsons, Danny and Darren
Lamb, Murray Route One;
two sisters, Mrs. Wes
(Abolene) Jones, Dexter, and
Mrs. Robert (Dorothy) Doody,
Mayfield.
Mrs. T. S. Herron
Dies Thursday At
Her Hazel Home
Mrs. T. S. Herron died
Thursday at 3:30 p. m. at her
home in Hazel. She was 88
years of age.
The Hazel resident was a
member of the Hazel United
Methodist Church. Born
March 12, 1888, in Arkansas,
she was the daughter of the
late John Roberts and Bill
McCallum Roberts.
Mrs. Herron is survived by
one daughter, Miss Ann
Herron, Hazel, and one sister,
Mrs. Lillian Fewlass,.Denve,
Colo.
Funeral services will be
held Saturday at 2:30 p. m. at
the Hazel United Methodist
Church with burial to follow in
the Trezevant Cemetery at
Trezevant, Tenn.
Friends may call at the
Miller Funeral Home, Hazel.
Dead At Age 93;
Rites Saturday
Miss Eva Perry, 93 year old
resident of Hazel, died
Thursday at eight p. m. at the
Westview Nursing Home.
The Hazel resident is sur-
vived by one sister, Mrs. Mary
Turnbow of Hazel with whom
she had resided, and four
nephews, James Marshall
Overcast of Memphis, Tenn.,
0. B. Tiunbow of Louisville,
Tom Turbow of Anna, R1., and
Bob Turnbow of Atlanta, Ga.
Born July 23, 1883, she was
the daughter of the late Arthur
and Jenny Perry. She was a
member of the Hazel Baptist
Church.
Funeral services will be
held Saturday at eleven a. m.
at the chapel of the Miller
Funeral Home with the Rev.
James Garland officiating and
Mrs. Oneida White providing
the music.
Pallbearers will be Ray
Lassiter, Jack Newport, Arils
Byars, William Milstead,
Leland Strader, and Joe
Adams. Burial will be in the
Hazel Cemetery.





Raymond M. Becker of
Lake Shore Drive, Pine Bluff
Shores Subdivision, Hamlin,
died Thursday at 10:30 a. m. at
the Silver Cross Hospital,
Joliet, ill. He was 72 years of
age.
' The Calloway County man
taught at Joliet Central High
School for ten years and
retired in 1966.
Funeral services will be
held Saturday at 11:30 a. m. at
the chapel of the Tezak
Funeral Home, 457 North
Ottawa at Chicago Street,
Joliet, Ill., with the Rev.
Elmer Linen of the Redem_z
mer Lutheran Church of-
ficiating. Burial will be in the
Oak Wood Cemetery at Joliet.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to
the American Cancer Society.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Jessie Seehafer Downey
Becker; two daughters, Mrs.
Andrew Wrobel, Lockport,
M., and Mrs. Paul Toth,
Joliet, Ill.; one son, Donald
Becker, Lockport, Ill.; step
son, Daniel Downey, Joliet,
111.; two step daughters, Mrs.
James Shepard and Mrs.
Richard Ceci, Joliet, Ill;
sister, Mrs. William Carlson,
Lockport, Ill.; two brothers,
Roy Becker, Earsville,







The Murray Art Guild will
have its annual Christmas
open house on Sunday,
December 5, from 1:30 to five
p.m.
Members of the Guild have
decorated the house for the
holidays and the public is
invited to call on Sunday At-
ternoon.
The Guild is open from
twelve noon to four p.m.
Tuesday through Saturday
each week.
Adult Great Books To
Hold Meet At Library -
The Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet
Monday, December 6, at
seven p.m. at the Calloway




Metaphysics will be discussed
with. Robert Hart as leader.
Interested persons are invited
to attend.
Douglas Civic Club To
Hold Meet At Center
The Douglas Civic Im-
provement Club will meet
Monday, December", at
seven p.m. at the Co ,unity
Center on North Second
Street. r
All interested persons are
urged to attend, a club
spokesman said.
Honor Roll Weak Demand Forces Automakers
At North
Released To Halt Small Car Plant Output
The honor roll for the second
six weeks at North Calloway
Elementary School has been
released by Johnny Bohannon,
principal, as follows:
Sixth G,rade - Tracy Beach,
Douglas Brown, Lisa Hale,
Deborah Hudspeth, Cindy
Bazzell, Sherry Coy, and
Raymond Grady.
Seventh Grade - Lonna
Furr, Julie Gargus, Rachel
Lamb, Mitzi McCallon, John
Smith, Gay Woodall, Trisha
Clark, Robert' Crick, Kelly
Crouse, Angie McKinney and
Keith Rogers.










Outland, Sheila Rutland, and
Richard Tremblay.
STOCK MARKET-)
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co. are as follows:
Industrial Avg  +5.40
Airco .
Amer. Motors 3Te unc
Ashland Oil 314 unc
AT&T 62'. +A*
Ford 5611 +1.
Gen. Dynamics 531. +41
Gen. Motors 71'. +II
Gen. Tire 25-1. -1*
Goodrich 251. -1*
Gulf Oil  281. +la
Pennwalt . ........ ... 30 unc
Quaker Oats . .. . .
Repubhc Steel  30'.
Singer
Tappan
Western Union  -
Zenith 25'. -1.
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray. are as follows'
Heublem Inc 40.1* -1.
NIcDonalds Corp.  551. +1.
Ponderosa Systems 
Kimberly Clark 41k -1.
Union Carbide 561. unc
W.R. Grace 271.
Texaco 261. 4-vs
General Elec ...  501. unc
GAF Corp. ,,,, 121.
Georgia Pacific  351. +1.
Pfizer  25'. +1.
Jun Walters  38'. -415









pastor of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church, will speak at
both the eleven a.m. and 6:45
p.m. worship services on
Sunday, December 5, at the
church.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
at the piano and Judy Hughes
at the organ, will sing "Spend
A Little Time With Jesus."
Mr. Scott will also sing a solo.
Ronnie Walker, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
morning service. Sunday will
be Building Fund Day.
The Youth Choir will meet
at 5:30 p.m. for practice and
will sing in the evening ser-
vice.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m. and Church Tralhing at
six p.m. The Adult Choir will
'Meet Sunday at 7:30 p.m. to
practice for the Christmas
Cantata.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mrs. Becky Vance,
Mrs. Edwina Bucy, and Mrs.
Donna Hedges.
Greg Burton has been
named as full time youth
director of the Cherry Cor-
ner Baptist Church, located
just off the New Concord
Highway 121. The son of Mr.
and Mrs. Thelbert Burton of
Louisville, Greg is a freshman
music major at Murray State
University and a member of
the Baptist Storient Union.
The Senior' Youth Choir of
the church meets at 5:30 p.
m. and the junior Youth
Choir meets at 6:15 p. m. on
Sundays. Burton invites the
public to attend the church
and be a part of the youth
program.
DETROIT (AP) - con-
tinued weak demand for
compact and subcompact
automobiles has forced three
of the nation's automakers to
halt output at small-car plants
and lay off 10,750 workers for
one week.
Ford Motor Co. said
Vance. .
(Continued from Page 1)
and was a ranking foreign
policy adviser to Carter
during the president-elect's
campaign _ for the White
House.
A native of Clarksburg, W.
Va., Vance was a Navy officer
and is a lawyer. He took his
first government assignment
in 1957 as a special counsel to a
Senate subcommittee headed
by Sen. Lyndon Johnson.
President John F. Kennedy
named Vance in 1961 as
Defense Department general
counsel and he later became
Kennedy's secretary of the
Army. Under Johnson, Vance
was elevated in 1964 to deputy
defense secretary, the No. 2
post in the Pentagon. He
resigned the Pentagon job in
1965.
Johnson often used Vance as
a world-roving troubleshooter.
Assignments from Johnson'
sent Vance to the
Mediterranean during Greek-
Turkish disputes over Cyprus,
to South Vietnam at the time
the war there was escalating,
to the Dominican Republic
during that country's 1965 civil
war, to Panama during the
1964 Canal Zone riots and to
South Korea in 1968 to /4sess
what appeared to be rising
threats from North Korea.
Johnson then named Vance,
along with Averell Harriman,
as part of the first negotiating
team sent to Paris for peace
talks with North Vietnam in
1968-69.
In a September speech to a
high-level 4.group that will
recommend U.S. policies
toward world problems,
Vance said the United States
has a good chance to reach
solid economic agreements
with Third World nations.
He urged that the United
States be "reasonably for-
thcoming" in its future
dealings with poor nations.
Carter had inditated early
on that he planned to name
Lance as director, of the Office
of Mani-gement and Budget.
He had said he wanted to fill
the OMB post early because of
the need to begin serious work
on preparing • probable
amendthents to the 1978 fiscal
budget that Ford will send to
Congress a few days before
the Jan. 20 inaugural.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
December 3, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 658 Est. 1500 Barrows &
Gilts .75 higher Sows steady 50 higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. ..... $3515-35.50
US 1-3 200-240 lbs.834.75-35,25 
US 2-4 240-280 lbs. $33 75-34.75
US 3-4 260-280 lbs.  331 75-33 75
Sows
US 1-2270-35.0 lbs. 3=.00-23.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs. 822.00-23.00
US 1-3 450-650 lbs. 123.00-24.00
US 2-3300-500 lbs 321.00-22.00
Boars 15.00-16.00
Thursday it will shut the
compact Maverick-Comet
assembly lines in Kansas City
and temporarily idle 2,050
hourly employes for a week
beginning Monday to reduce
mounting inventories of un-
sold cars.
The cutback is the first of
the new-model year by Ford,
which only recently resumed
full production following a
nationwide strike by the
United Auto Workers.
American Motors Corp. is
suspending production of the
subcompact Gremlin and
compact Hornet at Kenosha,
Wis., and Brampton, Ont.,
idling 4,000 workers at the two
plants for the week. AMC said
Pacer and Matador predhc-
tion are not affected.
In addition, Chrysler Corp.,
in a previously announced
cutback, is halting output of
the compact Volare-Aspen at
St. Louis for the week, idling
4,700 workers.
The cutbacks, coming at a
time when intermediate and
full-size assembly plants are
working overtime, un-
derscores the industry's sales
imbalance.
General Motors Corp. has 16
assembly plants on overtime
this week, and Ford has seven.
At the same time, GM's
subcompact Vega-Astre
assembly plant in Lordstown,
Ohio, and Chevette line in
Wilmington, Del., are shut for
the week because of poor
sales. Chrysler's Volare-
Aspen plant in Hamtramck,
Mich., also is shut. More than
14,000 workers are on tem-
porary layoff because of the
closings.
Big cars are selling at near-
record levels while many
small-car models ere sitting in
dealer showrooms. The net
effect is a healthy but softer
than anticipated domestic
market for the automakers,
who had predicted 1977-model
year sales would approach the
record levels set in 1973.
Separately, GM is shutting
heavy and medium truck
production at the GMC Truck
and Coach Division plant in





reported Thursday that U.S.
car output for the week would
total 201,509 units, a 68 per
cent gain from 113,379 a week
ago, when the industry
worked only three days. The
industry built 160,646 cars this
week a year ago.
For the calendar year-to-
date, U.S. car output was
estimated at 7,947,329 units, up
from 6,317,465 a year ago.
Truck production for the
week was estimated at 67,320
units, thmpared with 39,972
last week and 51,305 a year
ago. Truck output for 1976-to-
date was put at 2,751,632,





LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Two weeks ago today, David
Jones went into an un-
derground coal mine for the
first time in his life. It was a
nerve shattering experience
he hopes he wgn't have to do
again.
Jones, administrator of the
state's medical examination




officials when the bodies of 'fl
men killed in a southeastern
Kentucky coal mine in March
finally were brought out of the
pit Nov. 19.
' "I have a lot more respect
for coal miners now," he said.
"I think any man that Would
go in there and do that every
day certainly deserves
respect. Most people aren't
aware of what coal miners
have to go through every day
of their lives to have fuel to
burn."
Jones said "you can't help"
but to be frightened "in a
situation like that.
"When you're down there,
realizing why you are there, to
conduct an investigation on
people who have died, there's
always the possibility it could
happen again," Jones said.
"You know if it happens again
you're going to be the next
bunch to go. I was in there to
athist the coroner, as ad-
ministrator of the state
medical examiner program."
Jones said his' laboratori,
and another in Cincinnati took
tissue samples from the dead
men and that a report
probably will be issued next
week on the exact cause of
death.
The 11 died in the second of
two methane gas explosions in
-Scotia Coal Co.'s No. 1 mine
March 11 - two days after 15
men were killed in the same
section of the shaft. The bodies




Jones said it was apparent
from viewing the bodies that
three men were killed in-
stantly. The eight others may
have lived a shirt period of
time.
He agreed, essentially, with
federal Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration
engineer Ray Ross, who said
three were killed instantly.
Ross said his conclusion was
based on the fact that eight of
the men had removed "self-
rescuers" from their belts -
an operation he said takes
several seconds.
"It looks like three died
instantly and eight lived a few
moments," Jones said. "We
did find three of the men did
have extensive body injuries,
internal injuries, where the
others did not. The three of
them were killed in the blast,
the others were not."
He said the eight who did not
suffer fatal injuries from the
blast itself probably died from
carbon monoxide poisoining,
breathing methane gas or






Special Assistant to the President
and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
If you've ever had trouble obtaining credit be-
cause you are recently separated or divorced-or
because of your age; race-or because your income is
derived from some type of public assistance pro-
gram, here's good news.
Under the Equal Credit Opportunity Act of 1974
and recent amendments to that law, you have im-
portant rights.
Specifically, the Equal Credit Opportunity Act
says that a creditor (whether a perton, a credit un-
ion, bank or other institution that extends, renews
or continues credit) cannot:
• Refuse to grant a sep-
arate account to a credit-
worthy applicant on the bas-
is of race, color, religion,
national origin, sex, marital
status or age. (provided the
applicant is of the legal age
to enter into a contract).
• Refuse to grant credit
because all or part of an
applicant's income is derived
from any public assistance
program.
• Ask the marital status
of the applicant if the appli-
cant applies for an unsecured
separate account unless:
(1) it is community prop-
erty, (2) secured credit is re-
quested, or (3) the account
requested is one that a
spouse will be permitted to
use or will be contractually
liable for.
• Ask an applicant
whether he or she is divorced
or separated.
• Require an applicant
to designate a title, for ex-
ample, Mr., Mrs., Miss or Ms.
• Require an applicant
to report income derived
from alimony, child support
or maintenance payments.
(A creditor may, however,
ask and consider such in-
come in determining the
creditworthiness of an ap-
plicant.)
• Require an applicant
to use a spouse's first or last
name.
• Refuse to consider the
income of the applicant or





The Right Reverend Dull
B. Reed, Bishop of the Diocese
of Kentucky, will be at St.
John's Episcopal Church on
Sunday, December 5, for the
9:45 service.




Davenport III will present the
confirmands to the Bishop.
The sermon will be given by
the Reverend Robert L.
Burchell, former vicar of St.
John's.
Others taking part in the
service will be Ben Moore,
crucifer; Duncan Hart and
Mike Shore, flag bearers;
Robert Whitrner, acolyte; and
Mrs. Leonard Whitmer,
organist.
A reception will follow the
service. Church School classes
will begin after the reception.
The annual Church
progressive dinner will be
held Sat., Dec. 4, beginning
with wine and cheese at the
Whitmer's at 6:00 p. m., salad
at Laura Whayne's, dinner at
the Rodde,n's, and dessert at
the Callahan's. Reservations
should be made with Mrs.
Michael Brun.
Permits For Operation Food Markets Needed
The Calloway County-
District Health Department
has announced that the
amended Retail Food Market
Sanitation Regulation, which
was adopted by the Depart-
ment for Human Resources
and which became effective
June 2, 1975, requires'that all
establishments from which
food or food products are
offered for sale to the con-
sumer and are intended for off
premises consumption shall
obtain a permit to operate as a
retail food market from the
1-cal county-district health
department.
However, the definition of a




dous foods, markets that offer
only fresh fruits and






from obtaining a permit under
this regulation. Most of these
establishments are permitted






existing prior to June 2, 1975,
which only deal with pre-
packaged food products and-
or limit their food processing
to the cutting and slicing of
ready to eat foods, will be
exempt from certain con-
struction requirements, if no
public health nuisance exists.
All retail food markets will
be visited by the local health
department environmentalist
within the near future in order
to fully explain the
requirements of the regulation
. with the owners or operators,
of all retail food markets,
Markets not fully complying
with the minimum
requirements of the regulation
will be given an adequate time
period to bring their establish-
ment into compliance.
Any person desiring to
operate a retail food market
shall make written application
for a permit. Upon receipt of
an application, the Depart-
ment shall make an inspection
of the retail food market to
determine compliance widi
the provisions,' of this
regulation. When inspection
reveals that the applicable
requirements of this
-regulation have been met, a
permit shall be issued. Per-
mits shall not be transferable
from one person to another or
from place to place.
Retail food markets which
are newly chnstructed or
extensively remodeled after
the effective date of this
regulation, shall be required




showing layout, size, location,
type of facilities, and a
plumbing riser diagram.
Retail food market owners
and operators should direct
questions regarding this
regulation to the local health
Apartment having
jurisdiction in their area.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 353.8
down 0.2.
Below dam 302.9 down 0.7.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m, 353.5
down 0.3.
Below dam 311.2 up 0.1.
Sunset 4:40. Sunrise 6:53.
Moon rises 2:16 p.m., sets
Friday 4:00 a.m.
Egypt's Gamal Abdel Nasser,
the most powerful leaderin the
Arab world, died of a heart at-
tack in Cairo Sept. 28, 1970.
IN March 31, 1968, president
Johnson announced he would
not seek or accept the Demo-
cratic party nomination for an-
other term.
• Request any informa-
tion concerning the spouse or
former spouse unless the
spouse will be permitted to
use the account or signs the
note, therefore becoming
contractually liable.
• Ask information about




for an existinl account, ter-
minate an existing account
or change the terms of an
existing account solely on
the basis of a change in
name or marital status in
the absence of evidence of
inability to repay.
• Require the signature
of a spouse or other person
on a credit contract unless
that requirement is imposed
on all similarly qualified ap-
plicants for that type of
credit without regard to sex
or marital status.
Other provisions of the
law cover furnishing of cred-
it information and preserva-
tion of records.
Enforcement of this law
rests with 9 different agen-
cies. For problems with na-
tional banks, write to the
Comptroller of the Currency,
Washington, D. C. 20219.
For problems with retail, de-
partment stores, consumer
finance companies and all
other creditors and nonbank
credit card issuers, your in-
quiries should be addressed
to the Federal Trade Com-
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CRIMINAL JUSTICE AWARD—John Fliatreau (center), a staff writer forihe Louisville Courier-Journal, was presen-ted the 1976 Criminal Justice Award during the sixth annual Kentucky Criminal Justice Conference at Murray StateUniversity Wednesday evening, Dec. 1. Making the presentation is Dr. Constantine W. Curris, university president.Also shown (from left) are Dr. David Bland, commissioner of the Kentucky Bureau of Corrections; Dr. Frank Kod-man, profess& of psychology and criminology at Murray State; and Robert Whitten, director of the Division of
Cnminology and Corrections at Murray State. About 150 people attended the conference sponsored by 14 agenciesand headed by Kodman as chairman and Whitten as co-chairman. Others who appeared on the program includedRoger Perry, Benton attorney; Robert A. Moll, director of institutional support services for the Kentucky Bureau of
Corrections; Calloway County Judge Robert 0. Miller; and Donald E. Bordenkircher, superintendent of the KentuckyState Penitentiary at Eddyville.
Preparation, Streamlining Allow
Legislators To Proceed Quickly
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
With just a few weeks to
complete its work, the special
session of the Kentucky
General Assembly is getting
off to a fast start on some
major bills such as those
dealing with mine safety.
Extensive preparation and
some streamlining of the rules
have allowed the legislators to
make more progress on bills
in the opening days of the
special session than they could
in, a week or more in a regular
session, Philip Conn, director
of the Legislative Research
Commission, said Thursday.
The mine safety bills were
introduced, passed by com-
mittee and given first reading
in the Senate in the session's
first day. The second reading
came Thursday.
Also in the first day, the first
of many bills on the new
district court system were
introduced in the House, along
with measures on the death
penalty, electrogic voting
machines and other questions.
The House has reduced from
three days to one day the
amount of notice required
before a bill can be considered
by a committee, Conn said,
and the Senate didn't have
such a requirement.
The poison gases in your
filter cigarette. .
• Part (lot a studY that should'. —
make smokers of even the
"mildest" filter cigarettes
want to quit. Read how
hydrogen cyanide and
nitrogen oxides are in every
puff you take. And learn how
your brand stacks up when
it comes to poison gas
Readers Digest
 AMIIMW 




LARGE VOLUME- LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
I' IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
Conn also said interim
committee preparation of bills
for the special session has
'been "unprecedented," with
26 legislative proposals
reviewed and approved by
interim committees before the
session began.
Some bills on controversial
topics such as the new district
court system are in the hands
of legislators but have not
been introduced yet, Conn
noted.
He said the legislators
probably are waiting "until
they feel the time is right.
"In some cases they want to
hammer out consensus bills in
committees before in-
troducing them," he said. '
For example, a Workmen's
Compensation bill that would
have eliminated thelninimum
payment to partially disabled
workers was delayed because
of disagreement between pro-
business and pro-labor
members of the Senate.
But Conn predicted that the
legislators will be quick to
deal with major and relatively
uncontroversial proposals
such as the mine safety
program.
"A lot of people think these
things have been talked to
death alreattY,-*and it's time to




By F..11.. Blasingame, M.D
Almost every adult will istritit
that a backache has bet%
troublesome, at teat on occa-
sion Back pain is particularly
canihon in older persons.
The reasons for sa mitich back
trouble are several. The spine is
an extensive, complex organ, ex-
tending from the skull to the coc-
cyx (tailbone), It is composed of
numerous banes and joints To
them are attached many mus-
cles which are subject ID grain_
Our spines are in constant use,
especially when we are up and
about Beanng much of our body
weight brings pressure and
bending.
Our backs may be injured by
'accidents, leading to sprains and
fractures and, leas commonly,
dislocations Disease, especially
arthritis, may affect the bones
and joints.
Because of its free movement
and the weight of the head. the
—U-pirer (cervical) spine is often a
source of injury or disease that
leads to neck pain. Also, the
lower (lumbar) back is fre-
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the heavy weight-beanng and
shearing action of transferring
the strains and forces from the
upper, body to the pelvis and
lower limbs
Occasionally, the discs be-
tween the vertebrae.can become,
damaged (herniated) and extend
against a nerve and send recur-
rent pains down an arm from
the neck or along the back of one
of the thighs from the pelvis •
_Ificubave..persistent or recur •
rent episodes of back pain
especially if it radiates into your
arm or thigh, it is wise to have.
an evaluation by a physician,
particularly if the trouble is wor-
sening,
While a backache may restk
from sorne harmless local dis
ease, back pain may be the
result_ even the first clue, ot
widespread systemic disease In
other words, diagnosing thi•
cause early can be important
and often simple measures ma%
bring much comfort.
Some suggestions to keep in
mind in lessoung aching and
disability from an average back-
ache are as follows
- Keep your weight near nor
mat.
-- Cultivate an erect posture
- Exercise regularly. such as
walking.
-- Use a firm bed.
-- Sleep on your side with your
knees drawn up comfortably
-- When sitting, place your
weight on your buttocks ,noi the
back of the pelvis) and sit up
straight Bend your knees while
sitting and resting
-- Avoid stooping and lifting,
particularly an' heavy ob)ects.
It is preferable to squat when
picking up anything.
-- Don't take medicines in
your own for relief. If your back-
ache is that severe, see a physi-
cian
Q Mr. EV, wants to knoa it a
person recovers from a hear al
tack, • are his chances of has ing
another one significanik in-
creased?
AA-ri general, the chances it
flaying a heart attack are
greater if a person has alread%
been the victim of one. But the is
not necessarily sejf the mug:
removed or lessened, such as ty%
reducing weight, stopping smok-
ing, maintaining a lov-
cholesterol diet, taking reEillar
exercise, and lessening sir,•ts,
and strain.
Q. Mrs. AN asks about the
side effects of taking swine flu
vaccine.
A: During the resting of cues'
flu vaccine, it was fiend to result
in mild to moderate soreness
and rednets at the site of injec-
tion and to cause mild general
getting. Orilyatiout 2 per Cent of .
vaccinated person showed any
fever. fliorie wt, are allergic to
eggs should check. with their
physician to see if the allergy is
sufficient to justify' arramng rtw
swine qu vaccine.
cm...visas oaks ringur
Santo lig Giant fighter
EDITOR'S NOTI: Thu is the twit chapter ol Santa and the Gaud Ilighter,
• 17-oart Christmas story that will be [published daily in The Murray Ledger &
Timer between now and Dec n The story sras originally scheduled to begin on
Dec. I, however, delays in receiving the matenal porsttxxied the starting date until
tab,' We apologize for any moony enience tocareitls and children
S Ni Ft AND I CIAN
FIGII I F R
By lucrece Beale
oN( I U PON A time
there used a little ho named,
William henry Christopher
Preeserve.
What a remarkably long
name for a small bov to
have! What was even more
remarkable was ,the amount
of disturbance he caused.
Boys are sometimes naughts.
esersone knows. and they are
expected to- he a problem now
and then. But a seemed that
because this hos had three
names he got into as much
I rouble as three bolts'
t-or one thing he did not like
school lie dav-dreamed, lie tal-
ked out loud -Ile made strange
laces And he simpls would not
stud% his lessons
"I %so plus tau and six minus
lour". he complained to his
mother. "Who cares about all
that W hen I grow up I am
going to he a giant killer. I don't
Kise to stud% for that.''
lit'. mother told him there
acre no such things as giants hut
illiam Henry Christopher in-
 ttisis AvcrT -s,ants
acre bigger than mountains and
meaner than witches and a whole
arms of soldiers could not strike
a strong giant down
"You know perfectly well
that's all make-believe." said his
mother.
"It' is not make-believe' I
myself have seen lots--of-gsaess!"
That was another , Wornsome
thing about the- boy. He told
stones_ .BeCallSe_ _ of ..i1/11/JC-he
.hadn't really seen lots of giants.
Not even one. If he had why
hadn't anyone else seen one? But
he pretended he had and if yoil
pretend' something hard enough
it's practically the same thing as
true,
He made himself a sword 'out
of two ,piesr'&d froM an
old orange crate. This was to
fight giants with, he said, tie
was always talking about the
giant fights hc expected to have.
It was very tiresome,
Often while. eating dinner or
getting ready for this bath he
William Henry Christopher
would tell stones about giants he
had seen. His parents were sick
of these stones. They no longer
listened. They hoped if they
didn't listen he would stop pre-
lending.
Then one day in -school the
class. was_having a spelling les-
son. The teacher wrote CAT in
big letters on the blackboard.
While her back was turned
William lienrs Christopher stood
ugf" 'and announced that on the
way to school that morning he
had seen a giant who had
followed him all the way to the
classroom.
"And he's- probably hiding in
the cloak room this very. min-
ute!"
- -Thrs was -eery upsetting to the
class and naturally the teacher
complained to the biay's parents.
That night the boy's father
spoke very sternly. It was near
Chnstmas and the father said:
"You stop this talk about giants
or Santa Claus isn't coming to
your hoipse this year."
said; Arailier, have you ever seen
Santa Claus?" ,
"01 course not the
father. lighting his pipe. "But
if you don't behave yourself he'll
not leave anything in .your
si mg you'll see"
Precserve believed in giants_
"But." said the boy, "If
there's a Santa Claus ,why can't
there be giants?" •
"Because I say so °' retorted
the father, _crossly and he spilled
his pipe all over the rug.
"Bui there are"' cried the
boy. "I know because
His father got to his feet and
shouted. "Go tubed' No supper
for you tonight!"
V. illiam Henry - Christopher
went to his room and' got into
bed without taking off his
clothes.
I'm going to run away, he
thought. I'll show them. 'they'll
be • sorry.
But it was really too cold and
too dark and he was too tired..to
rue away just then.' He' pulled
the covers over his head and
wait -STEep. At lest he
thought he was asleep but he
couldn't have been because very
clearly he heard a tap-tap-tap at -
the closet door and a higr— -
pitched voice from inside
closet cried out, "Hey, you!
William Henry Christopher -Open the door!"
William Henry Christopher
jumped out of bed. It's a giant!
he thought wildly. He snatched
up his sword and iltrew open the
criiset door.
.Tomorrow : Ohio Santa Land
specially sized and scienti-
fically engineered to fit
the big and tall man, tail-
ored of permanent pre.ss
polyester and cotton' in
fashion solids and exciting
qraharn & Jackson
FOR THE PARTICULAR MAN
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Denver Courts To Test New System UK Music Department To
Of Determining Method Of Punishment Participate In Institute
Parcae Goa
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Criminal justice experts often
complain when one judge
consistently hands out light
sentences, while another
judge in the next courtroom
always gives stiff penalties for
essentially the same offense.
These critics say such
disparity in sentencing is
grossly unfair and may be a
major reason the criminal
justice system isn't very ef-
fective in curbing crime.
Now, the Denver criminal
•ourts have become the first
:n the nation to test a new




describing the project today,
said judges in several other
states are watching the
Denver experiment with an
eye toward applying it to their
owricommunities.
On Nov. 15, Denver criminal
court judges began testing
carefully-devised guidelines
to determine which offenders
are released on probation,
which ones are sentenced to
work projects and which ones
are ordered to jail, and for
how long.
The guidelines are designed
to take the guesswork out of
sentencing, to state clearly
what factors the judge will
consider and what weight will
be given to those factors.
Atty. Gen. Edward H. Levi
has proposed a similar system
for the federal courts. Justice
Department officials studying
the issue have not yet
proposed legislation in-
corporating Levi's proposal.
The LEAA, part of the
Justice Department, dealt
with the issue by awarding
;348,000 to the Criminal
Justice Research Center Inc.
of Albany, N.Y., to draft ex-
perimental guidelines for
nonfederal courts.
The project directors were
Professors Leslie Wilkins and
Jack M. Kress of the State
University of New York at
Albany and Dean Don Gott-
fredson of Rutgers University
in Newark. About a dozen
judges worked with the
researchers during the two-
year project.
The work yielded a set of
formulas for measuring the
seriousness of a crime against
the offender's previous
criminal record, his schooling
and employment record and
other factors that
theoretically reflect social
stability or the lack of it.
The formula was developed
specifically for Denver. It
involves awarding points
according to the seriousness of
the crime and the offender's
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Murray & Calloway County
lack of stability.
For example, an individual
convicted of a particularly
serious manslaughter would
get 12 points for the offense. If
he were a poorly-educated
drifter with a long string of
previous convictions, he would
get 13 points on the stability
scale. These points would
mean a prison sentence of.
eight to 10 years. Ten years is
the maximum in Colorado.
Another person, convicted
of the same type of crime,
might get a four-year sentence
if he had no previous con-
victions and lived a stable life
resulting in credits on the
stability scale.
"The guideline sentences
are in no way intended to be
binding, mandatory sen-
tences," the researchers said
in a written report. "The
judge as human decision-
maker will still retain the




LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —




dean for research in the UK
Graduate School, has been




Eichhorn was named "in
recognition of technical and
professional accomplishments
in the field of mechanical
engineering."
A presentation was made on
behalf of ASME by Dr. Robert
M. Drake, special assistant to
UK President Dr. Otis
Singletary, and Gerald
Hieronymus, chairman of the
local ASME chapter.
A native of Minnesota,
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Federal Sayings end Leen, Money Breech
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The University of Kentucky
Department of Vocational
Education has been selected
as one of 25 educational in-
stitutions in the country. to
participate in the National
Institute for Performance-
Based Vocational Teacher
Education during the 1976-77
school year.
George Denemark, dean of
the UK College of Education,
said the selection was made
by the Center for Vocational




sponsored by the National
Institute 41 Education.
As pact of the program,
members of the UK depart-
ment will take part in training
activities designed to help
them use performance-based
vocational teacher education
materials and implement such





(Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lois.)
OPEN
Fridays, Saturdays L iunclays
Serving...
*By. Lake Catfish •Breasted
Cliches *Seafoods
•(asetry Now *Short Orders
Phone 436-5496
Louie & Sue Williams  1
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No exceptions our entire stock of
Simplicity, McCall and Butterick
Patterns only We each. Hurry for
these unbelievable savings on any
Pattern in the Store.
limit 2 Patterns to Customer)
REGULAR $1.99 ALL OCCASION
GIFT WRAPPING
• 30" wide, I& 12 Yd. rolls
• Gift Paper for all Occasions
• Hurry, Limited Quantity
• Limit 2 rolls to customer
4
ROLL








• Newest Feld Prints
a
884
COMPARE THIS AT $2.99 A YARD'
EA.
COMPARE AT $1.99 A YARD'
• New Fall Fashion Print, 4• Machine Washable




ON FULL BOLTS WOULD BE $2.50 A YARD
BLUE JEAN
DENIM
• 2 to 10 yd. Lengths
• Indigo Blue Denim







4 HOSE -• Full bolts, 60- wide• 100% Acrylic
• machine Washable




49 204 W. WASHINGTON Paris, Tn.
h)
9 e F ,day
9 30 Satii,clay)
IPS. 741 MIL NO SALE IS COMPLETE UNTIL YOU ARE COMPLETELY SATISFIED'




12 Macaw 1 SAan's
13 Peel nickname
14 River in 2 Man's name
Germany 3 Lodestone
15 Fell behind 4 Barracuda
17 Indefinite 5P 
amount 6 Teutonic
19 Preposition deity
20 Negative 7 Put oft
21 Chicken B In what
22 Lid manner?
23 Encourage 9 Hypothetical
25 Sailor force
Icolloo 10 Mother of
26Three-toed Apollo
sloth Ii Let rail
27 Obtained 16 Obtained
28 Paddle 18 Printer's ,
29 Eats measure


































State Waiting For Cold Weather
To Launch Attack On Blackbirds
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky has been waiting for
cold weather so it can launch.








of millions of blackbirds that
migrate south to the
Bluegrass state for the winter.
But now it's too . old, state
Agriculture Commissioner
Thomas Harris said Thur-
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If it gets warmer and wetter
next week, the roosts full of
starlings, cowbirds, grackles
and redwinged blackbirds will
be in for aerial attacks with
killing detergent sprays..said
Harris and state Pest Control
Director Coburn Gayle.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service has verbally certified
four Kentucity blackbird
roosts for spraying.
Gayle said written cer-
tification of the roosts in
Powell, Logan, Simpson and
Hart counties — which con-
tain a total of more than 9
million birds — should be
completedthis week.
He .said officials expect to
obtain a supply of the PA-14
detergent used to spray the
birds by next Monday or
Tuesday.
Harris said cold weather is
needed for the spraying, but
not as cold as it's been this
week.
"We look for a temperature
range between 35 and 45
degrees, and rain," he said.
A helicopter is used to douse
the roosting birds with
_detergent wben conehtinne are
right. The chemical strips
protective oils from their
feathers and causes them to
die of exposure.
Harris and Gayle said that
when the PA-14 arrives, the'
state will be Iready for





The first one where the
proper weather materializes
will be the first one sprayed,
they said.
The large flocks of
blackbirds, hailed by northern
—farmers - as - helpful -insect
eaters, plague farmers in
Kentucky and surrounding
states by devouring large
amounts of feedlot grain
during the winter.
They are also blamed for the
transmission of disease
among feedlot hogs and the
spread of histoplasmosis, a





-- Mayor Elwood Motley says
residents of this Menifee
County town have been ad-
vised to -boil their drinking
water untafierther notice.
Motley says the city had to
haul water from a private lake
this week after the city's
water lines froze due to cold
weather.
He adds that some of the
water bypassed the city's
purification system and may




LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP —
Picketing by striking Jef-
ferson County teachers
continued for the-fourth day
today, although negotiators
for both sides in the strike
have expressed cautious
optimism that a settlement
can be reached soon.
Talks between the Jefferson
County leathers Association
JCTA ) and the county Board
of Education have continued
almost around the clock since
they resumed Wednesday.
June Lee, JCIA president,
told a meeting of picket
captains Thursday that
"we're making progress.
"We're convinced we will
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finish, that we will complete
the process, that we will not
reach an impasse, that we'll
come out with a contract you
can live with," Mrs. Lee said.
Milburn Maupin, deputy
school superintendent, said
"significant progress has been
made."
The negotiators are meeting
m the offices of the Federal
Mediation and Conciliation
Service, which entered the
dispute before the 4,54XIJCTA
members went on strike
Tuesday morning.
Spokesmen for both sides
are refusing to disclose details
of the negotiations, but
several have indicated that
money issues are under
cliscuseWn— in addition to




American Cancer Society '
A regular feature, prepared by
the American Cancer Society,
to help save your life from
_cancer,
-A- p0s1*I-.w2+-A4i--45A4,:-.2What
is 'Make Today Count'?"
ANSWERline: "Make Today
Count, Inc." is a national
organization for advanced
cancer patients and their
families which was formed
in 1974 by Orville E. Kelly,
a journalist, a year after he
discovered that he had canCei.
The group, which has a
number of local chapters
throughout the country
(some of which wqrk with
American Cancer Sbciety
units in the community)
offers emotional bolstering
and the chance to share
problems among, people con-
fronted by cancer. Kelly
himself travels widely and
speaks to the public frequent-
ly about his own emotional
reaction to cancer and the
importance of living to the
fullest, regardless of how long
one has to live. He is a
spokesman for more honesty
when dealing with patients.
He believes that many patients
don't realize that medicine
can often extend their lives
even if they cannot be cured.
He also has called public
attention to the sellers of
unproven remedies who prey
on frightened cancer patients
and. their families..
A housewife writes: "Several
years ago my cancer was
treated by a physician called
a therapeutic radiologist and
now I know someone. who
is being treated by a radia-
tion oncologist. Are they the
same'
ANSINERlins: - Yes. -The
terms therapeutic radiologist,
radiotherapist, radiation on-
cologist- and radiation thera-
pist all have' the same mean-
ing: a physician who has
received specific , training in
therapeuift— radiblogy; one
who is cprtified by a recog-
nized medical specialty
board,- and usually limits his
or her practice to radiation
therapy. The Tadiation on-
cologist has a particular
interest in cancer, although
the others also treat the
disease.
A man in his 40's explains.
"1 am a bartender and my
work puts me right in the
middle of a lot of cigarette
smoke. Is there anything
that I can do to protect
myself?"
ANSWERlins: First, it is
important for you to be a
non-smoker because if you
smoke you will compound
the harmful effect of inhaling
your customer's tobacco
smoke. Second, try to make
sure that ,your work area is
well ventilated. A4cu41 done
at the University f Cincin-
nati showed that bartenders
inhale the equivalent of 36
cigarettes during an eight-
hour shift if they work in a
stuffy area but that number
--drops to the equivalent of 12





FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Supreme Court
today reversed a Hopkins.
Circuit Court decision and
ordered a new trial for two
men convicted of poisession of
-heroin, saying the evidence
introduced at their trials was
obtained through an improper
search.
Robert Huff and Carl Jef-
frey Pentecoste appealed to,
the Supreme Court in com-
panion appeals after both
were sentended to a year in
prison by the trial court on the
narcotics prmsee•tion charge.
The Supreme Court outlined
Its reasoning in its response to
Huff's appeal, and said the
opinion holds for Pentecoste's
case.
At issue was a search by the
Marshall County deputy
sheriff, Raine Troupe, in
September, 1974. Troupe had
been asked to assist in the
apprehension of Stephen Ray
Hayne of Madisonville, a
suspected drug dealer. **
According to the trial
record, Troupe made out an
affidavit for a search warrarit
after talking to Hayne on ttp
telephone and arranging
purchase, but made no further
attempt to obtain the warrant.
After purchasing heroin,
from Hayne at the arronge4
meeting place, Troupe went tri.
Hayne's home, where he was.
admitted by Hayne's wife. He
drew a gun and informed het
that he was a police officer'
and was there to secure the
place until a search warrant
could be obtained.
Supreme Court Refuses To Grant
South Central Bell Rate Hike
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP
The Kentucky Supreme Court
refused again today to grant
South Central Bell Telephone
Co. a rate increase higher
than the $15 million authorized
by the state.
•ftie court said it was
reinstating a Franklin Circuit
Court order of March 2 which
instructed the utility to Cease
collecting rates in excess of
those allowed by the Public
Service Commission.
South Central Bell had
obtained a temporary in-
junction later in March which
had blocked the commission
from carrying out its rate
decision.
The Supreme Court quashed
the . injunction today,
declaring that it was granted
erroneously._
_ The high court said there is
no evidence that the rate fixed
by the PSC "is less than the
lowest reasonable rate."
As for the utility's evidence
to support its demands for a
$33 million increase, the court
said that, "viewed in the light
most rfavorable to it, it
establishes no more than that
the rate of return allowed by
the commission is slightly less
than the current interest rate
on high grade corporate
bonds". ,
And the court added: "the
constitution and statutes, like
the Salvation Army, aid the
needy and not the greedy."
After filing its application in
March, 1975, South Central
Bell waited five intinths and,
then began charging the
higher rates subject to a
customer refund should its
request be denied.
On Dec. 31, 1975, the com-
missioner rejected the higher
rate schedule and instructed
the utility to make refunds.
The commission held that
the rates would give Soitth
Central Bell enough revenue
to - maintain its financial in-
tegrity and raise the
necessary capital to expand
and provide adequate service.
The utility appealed, but on
March 2 on motion from the
state, Franklin Circuit Court
ordered the utility to stop
collecting higher rates. That
order was set aside on Mare+
22.
Nine days later, the utility
returned to Franklin Circuit
Court and obtained the --
temporary injunction keeping
the higher rates in effect. •
In nullifying the injunction
today, the Supreme Court said
a utility is entitled to nigh
relief '`only if it establisinie
that there is a reasonagfel
probability that it will succeed
on final hearing in providing
that the rate set by the!!
commission is confiscatory. in
the 'Previously defined con-
stitutional sense."
The decision was similai:c3i
one issued by the SupreeRt
Court last June.
Special Session Attracts Lobbyist's
To Corridors Of State Capitol
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP —
The special legislative session
has attracted a number of
lobbyists to the marble
corridors of the state Capitol.
But the range of subjects
being considered by the
General-Assembly is limited
compared to the flood of
legislation dealt with during a
regular session.
And the ranks of the lob-
byists are correspondingly
sparse.
During the last regular
session, last spring, about 270
floicbeb.yists registered with the
state  attorney general's of-
.
On behalf of business and
interest groups, lobbyists keep
an eye on legislation that
could affect those they
represent and buttonhole
legislators to press for
favorable measures.
In the special session,
Legislative Research Com-
mission Director Philip Conn
said Thursday, "there's a
verY small number of lob-
byists, comparatively
speaking."
By Thursday, about 30 had
registered, the attorney
general's office Said. More
may sign . up, but the com-
plement isn't expected to
approach the site it reaches
bra regular session.
• Pending mine safety
- legislation, for example, has-
drawn representatives of the
coal operators anA coal
miners, including MI K.
Caylor and Tom Duncan of the
Kentucky Coal Association,
KI nedne p eHnadr te ntofco 
thelKentuckyProducers
and Robert Carter, Bobby R.
Dukes arid Charles Head of the
United Mine Workers union.
The session has also drawn
lobbyists from a wide range of
other interests, however,
including John- D. Hinkle of
the Kentucky Retail
Federation Nomiacene S.
Murray of the Kentucky
Retail Jeweler is Association
and William C.B. Payne Jr. of
the Kentucky Optometric
Association.
Conn offered a likely
explanation — the legislators
will be considering changes in
the state's Workmen's
Compensation laws. _
"A lot of employers are
concerned about the Work-
men's Compensation
legislation. It hits at everyone
that has a payroll," he said.
• '
"Also, all businesses ta
interested in things like s
claims courts and other
involved in the procedure e1
. implementing the Judicial
Amendment," Conn said. •
Other business groups, ht
added, "have these people
designated as legislate
liaison and they just feel they .




FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
The Kentlicky Historical
Society's inaugural exhibit.
opening .Sunday at the Old
State Capitol, will feature
paintings by John James
Audubon.
It was in Kentucky that
Audubon learned the skills
that led to his fame as a
_wildlife artist- and became-
familiar—with many of. the
birds that appeared in his 1838
collection of paintings —
"Birds of Amerieo.--
Forty-five prints will be
displayed, the historical
society has announced. Mrs.
Julian Carroll, the governor's
wife. open the exhibit
Saturday at 3 p.m. ,
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP.) —
A fire that., killed three
members- of an Okolona
fanfily and • injUred three
, Others on Nov. 24 started
accidentally near a livihg
- Mom couch-. possibly from a
cigarette,' the Jefferson
County Police a rson'aquad hfis
Saie
Francis Summers, 46, and
his daughters, ..Catherine, 13,
and Nancy, 15, died in, the
bike that gutted their home.
Another daughter, Mrs..
Paula Puyear, • 19, and her
mother, Sylvia Summers, 38,
remain in General Hospital.
Mrs. Puyear is no longer
listed in serious condition, but
her mother is still in intensive
care.
A boy born prematurely to
Mrs. Puyear after the fire also
is at General Hospital, listed
in satisfactory 'condition.
Mrs. Summers' 3-year-old
grandson, Brian. Who was the
third family member injured
in the fire, has been released
from Norton Children's
•Hospital. .
HARLAN;-Ky. tAP) — A 25-
)par-cad Coldiron.. Ky.,.. man
was killed ,when his car
, collided with another vehicle
on U.S. 119 near Baxter
lluirsday, state police said.
The victim Was identified as
Delmer Holland. Police said
Holland's car Collided with a
vehicle driven by Robeirt
Duncan, 25, of Wallins.
Duncan was injured atict
taken to the Appalachian -
Regional Hospital here.
WASHINGTON 4AP, The
Jefferson County Board if
EducdtiOn has _ asked the
Supreme Court to review p
court-ordered desegregatiln
plan issued in 1975.
Attorney John Fulton Of
41ouisville said the hearing has
been requested and that he
hopes to hear something from
the high court within 90 days.
He said the board will




usurps the right of school
, authorities to enact a plan -of
their own.
The request for a hearing
follows an Aug. 23 decision by
the U. S. 6th _Circuit Court of
Appeals in Cincinnati that
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AS OF NOVEMBER 30,
1976, I, Larry Thurman,
an no longer responsible
for any debts other than
my own. Larry Thur-
man.
1. Legal Notice
AS OF NOVEMBER 30,
1976, I, James H.
Thurman, am no longer
responsible for any
debts other than my
own. James H. Thurman
1976 Grand Prix, red and white, loaded, 6,000
miles.
1976 Ester Coupe, economy car.
1975 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, extra nice, new car
trade in.
1975 Oldsmobile Luxury Sedan, low mileage, ex-
tra nice.
1973 Ford Country Squire Wagon, loaded.
1971 Ford Station Wagon, all extras.
1973 VW Super B. with air.
1971 VW
1970 Torino 4 door, double power and air.
GOOD USED CARS NEEDED
101 PURDOM
Olds - Paathas - CallWas












A Small Business That.
Offers You Big Savings
3 Pc. Living Room Suit




Different Styles and Colors
Prices Start at $1 9995
2 Pc. Living Room Suit;
Couch & Chair
Prices Start at $1 9995
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center 7 53 303 7
Notice of Bid •
The city of Murray Street Department
will accept bids on roof replacement on
the mausoleum, Murray City
Cemetery. Bids will be accepted until
Dec.. 2, 1976 and should be forwarded
to the City dtrk's Office, City Hall
Building.
For other information, please contact Mr.






4 homeowners in the general
Ores will be given the op•
portunity to hove now vinyl
coined Steel House Siding up-
plied to their hum with op.
Clonal deocrativo work at a
very low cost. This amating
new product hos captured the
  of homeowners
throughout the United States
who Ore fed up with constant
meriting end other main-
tenance costs. It will lost you
a lifetime and provides full in-
sulation summer and winter,
as wolf es fire protection. Our
now product can be used over
every type of home, including
frame, concrete block,
asbestos, stucco, etc. It
comes in a choice of colors
and is now going to be in-
troduced to the Callowoy
County arse. Your home con
be a showplace in the county
and we will make it worth
your while if we can use your
home for ativortising. For an
appointment, mail within 3























Poison Control . . 153-7583
Senior Citizens . . 753-0929
Needline  753-NEED










requested to check the





-*ANY ERROR SHOULD Of
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
LY SO. PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM
























space... utilities f urn-
iA11ec17 Available






Tan - Blue - Brown -












Aid Sales. Free service
on all makes. Open 9-1
' daily, Monday-Friday.
13eltone of Benton, 1200












Open 9 5 Mc- Sot
until 9 f ray
NOW '139"
1.UR AN EI.AS.1 1(1
v.at STRETCH-STITCH
• MACHINE.
• hashionmate* machine Aso teat trout
▪ drop-in bribhin and a bur! • LOIC r
.1.i Carr ing case or cdhinor c‘r ra
4 Murray Sewing 4
4Center 4
753-5323
• Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, Ky.




Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,










ween the hours of 7






Holman Jones, 217 St
13th St. or call 753-3128.
DELTA SIGMA PHI Arts
and Crafts Festival,
December 7, 8. 9 a.m.-7
p.m. Student Center.
Call 753-9135 for in-
formation.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.




t:4 Jump into the holidays
4 with an exciting new V






























To All MeAgers of Murray Masonic
Lodge 105 Free and Accepted
Masons.
Notice is here given, a resolution to change
the by laws for the purpose of raising annual
dues will be voted on and a Master Mason degree
Wlll be conferred during the meeting on Decern-
ber14: 30 p.m. All members are urged to attend.
Joe F. losater,„Master
Another View
'1 'VE BEEN WORRIED
Aii0O1' INitATION "
/2.
-- -AND THE MIDDLE
EAST: WHAT'S PUR
SOLUTION ""









A wallet with change pocket
v• A bell shape key holder ,
J.:Wear the big "A" on wedge-heel
moccasins
5.-An Aigner handbag
1.-The sharp Aigner boot.
v- The famous horseshoe monogram











Lv Realtor Pat Mobley
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
HOME-OFFICE DEDUCTION
If you use one' room of
your home as an office,,
make sure that you are
taking advantage of the tax
break that is entitled to you.
How much of your home of-
fice expenses can be taken
as a business expense
depends on the size of the
room in relation to the rest
of the house and how much
time the room is used for
business purposes
for example, if the thouse
has 1,600 square feet of
space and the office
° measures 10 x 16 feet lor 160
square feet), you are
allowed 10% of the total
running costs of the house's
light, heat repairs. painting,
and other maintainance
deprdoiation, taxes and so
On.
That assumes that the
room is set aside completely
for an office. If the family
uses it half the time, you
would have to reduce the
deduction accordingly. Of
course, in order to qualify
for any deduction, the office
must be a real aid to your
work and not merely a con-
venience.
Consulting with peopie
about their real estate needs
is our specialty. Drop by Pur-
dom & Thurman on the
court square or call Pat
Mobley 753-4451 or 753-











Authentic reproduction of antique Pillar-and-
Scroll clock. Grained woodtone cabinet; hinged
front crystal door. 18" tall.
MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
"1.1.144 -) Pt..,.. F.1.1237t
Chestnut S 1 5 Sisither
30 8 Deily
Notice!
All Discount, Variety, Department, Drug Stores, and others advertise car and home
stereo's for sale, but they never advertise any kind of service for-them.
Be a smart buyer and pay a little more & move up to Craig. Be sure of service.
We ore proud of our Service Department but, we service only what we sell.
T.V. Service Center


























1 Olympic Plaza Phone 753-1424 I
ghwaimusgivagammosauswEemgmlusgsgracia
LIEU WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!






Sinking Spring Baptist Church




In memory of Polk
Steele who passed away
five years ago
December 3, 1971.
God knows how much
we miss him, never shall
his memory fade.
Loving thoughts shall
ever wonder, to the spot
where he is laid. The
depths of sorrow we
cannot tell, of the loss of
one we loved so well.












collar. Found on College
Farm Rd. Call 753-3535
or 762-6989.
LOST FEMALE Collie,
named Katie. Call 753-
0927 or 753-8292.
FOUND WATCH at last
MSU football game.
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You can play by Christmas
If you can ring a doorbell, dial a phone, push a
button, you have all the talent you need to play a
Lowrey Magic Genie Organ.
Magic Genie does all the work... and you'll have
all the fun! Let us show you how much music you
can make with just one finger.
& Organs




Have a Happy Prepaid















person in this area to
represent a nationally
known oil company.





Knowledge of farm and
industrial machinery
helpful. Special training




Friday, December 3 at 7
p.m. or Saturday,
December 4 at 9 a.m.
NEED EXTRA money?
Age limit 18. Call 753-
4014.
LADY TO live in and care






MUST be a superb
typist. MUST be willing
to learn to operate a
mag card typewriter.
Job available January
1977. Send brief resume
including telephone









Send resume in own
handwriting to P. 0. Box
J.















forms, etc. Can read


















14 Want To Buy




WANT TO BUY one acre





Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
4 Qt.
Slo-Cooker




15. Articles For Sale
SPECIAL SALE on Back
Supporter mattresses,











POTS AND PANS getting
old? Need new
waterless stainless steel
cookware. Call now 753-
4014.
15 Art,tle\ For Sale
FABRIC FOR SALE.
Denim and cotton, 50
cents a yard. Tuesday,
Wednesday and
Thursday. 100 per cent
Polyester, blouse and
dress material. $1.00
yard. Double knits, $1.50
yard, notions. Lz price.




solid colors can be in-
stalled by aniateur.
Murray Lumber Co., 104
Maple.







Take up Payments Month
Wurlitzer Organ 555 
Wurlitzer Organ, used 
Wurlitzer Piano (ea)  '22"
Electric Piano, used  
5750
TV's and STEREOS
21" B/W TV 
23" Color portable 
25" Color TV  $10'
24" Magnavox Color TV 
Magnavox Console Stereo  sl 444
$500
S1 20:
J 3 B Music-Magnavox
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Girls & Boys Western Mar* Styles to
rorry
Shirt IL Jean Sets A A

















Sport Coats ;Western Store
$3500 9-9 Weekdays 16 Sun.
753-11115 NT* Pim
15 Articles For Sale
KINGSWOOD burning
stove. New. Call 753-
1654.
















worth $20,000. Will sell in






Practically new. $150 for
set. Call 436-5483.
BOYS BEDROOM suite.




Cost over $400. Will sell
$225. Call 753-2958.
MILLIONS OF rugs have
been cleaned With Blue
Lustre. It's America's
finest. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.
FOUR OAK CANE bot-
tom chairs. Siefoot oak
pie safe, completely
refinished. Mahogany
shelf and mirror. Call
20. Sports Equipment
38-38 WINCHESTER
model 94 rifle. Call 753-
2926 after 5 p.m.
BOYS 24 INCH 10 speed





model. 5 irons -3 woods.
Used only one summer.
Call 247-5443 or 498-8291
after 5:00.
22 Ya,A.,1
-FOR SALE - Electric'
Fender guitar. Call 753-
6379. -
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across





PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or school
age persons piano
lessons. I've a Bachelor
of Music Education
Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the




Storey and Clark piano.
Special sale. Reed
Music, Road 58 between
Benton-Mayfield, turn
at Harvey. Call 527-8955.
NATIONAL ELECTRIC
753-0110. guitar with amplifier.
$40. Call 753-544/ Ater
- 5:00 p.m. .SPECIAL SALE orir
rocker recliners, lounge
recliners, wall huggers.
Purdoms, Inc. Call 753-
4872.
USED FURNITURE.






Like new. Full size. 440.
Call 753-9357.
SIX FOOT freezer, ex-
cellent condition. $100.
Lazy Boy beige recliner,
excellent condition, $75.
Call 753-8301 or 753-3683.
TWO QUEEN Ann wing
chairs Gold, orange.
Like new. $85 each. See
at 1519 Johnson.
G. E. RANGE, $60.
Refrigerator, $85. Good








and Service, 500 Maple






Machine, zig zag and all
regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Fully




FOR. ALL YOUR fencing




tractor, 12 ft. Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Ni
row Ford drill. Call 395-
7463.
20 Sports Equipment
14 FT. Polarcraft Jon
boat. 18 h.p. Johnson















26 Nov. - 24 Dec. '76
/0% Off
SHOES BALLS BAGS





It' 1415 Main St.
C 753-2202 t -.•
et 1' Or tir tr Ift rt. fi.t. fi- t•L tt tt ri• ft,
SERIES
/11
Model 11596W • Th. W•do•-Features Allegro
Series III Amplifier with 12 watts min. RMS per
channel from 40 Hz to 18 kHz inter4 ohms with no
more than 0.5% total harmonic distortion! AM/FM/
Stereo FM Tuner. Stereo Precision Record Changer
8-Track Tape Player. Shown with Zenith AllecKa.
3000 speakers with Brilliance Control. Simtilated
wood cabinet. grained Walnut finish.






















1 Group Herculon Covers
Love $4700
Seats
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•
PUT IT IN .THE
WATCH OUT
290 Families are ready for you!
Holiday Mothball Market
We cleaned our attics and are offering you the largest moth.
boll sale in tie world!
Clothing, household items, Christmas decorations, toys,
games and holiday baked goodies.
Try our Holiday Mothball Sale First!
Murray Middle School Cafeteria, Saturday, Dec. 4 9:00 a.m
4:00 p.m. Meet your friends at the market.
Murray Band Boosters
•
.1q 04112C17 Tr g sl1Z
(4 Murray Paint &
f; Hobby Center
Estes Rockets & Accessories
Balsa Wood Airplane Models
H.O. Train Sets & Accessories









20% Off On All
Luggage In Stock
Attacls Cases, Hanging Bags
1, 2, 3 Suilers, Shoulder Bags
and over-fliers
Twin Lakes Office Products















Lowrey Organ vaer $895
Lowry Organyer $1200
Grand Piano $9











made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.










ONE, TWO; THREE or





DEMCO STAR 23 channel
base station, like new,
$150. Pal 351 Linear
Amp, 350 watts, $250.
USL Contact 8, old CB
radio, $50.00. Starduster
Base Antenna, $30.00.
Call 753-9845 after 6:00
p.m.
CONSOLE STEREO with
FM stereo radio and
record player. Walnut
finish. $50-. Call 753-2913.
12" COLOR T.V. Used 7
months. Perfect con-














oak cabinet. $160. Call
753-6153.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1972 12 x 60 mobile home.
Two bedrooms, gas.
• $5,500. Call 753-3185.
DO E WIDE trailer
and lot. all 753-5031.
I 1
lilt.





































Free Gift Wrapping with each and every purchase.
I Shop Settlo-Workmon for quality mardsandise at a reasonable pries.
We appreciate your busioessl!
4o You may shop-Master Charge, Bankamericard,
sj Layaway, Charge and Cash a
0.04...t....twouosawhioue,
29. Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 60 TRAILER for rent.
242 miles East of Alm.
$75 month. Call 753-4418.
30. Business Rentals
FOR RENT 4,000 sq. ft.
shop and office, all or
half. Located off South
4th Street. Call 753-4857
days, 753-7244 nights.
I Want To Rent
'COUPLE WOULD like to
rent a lot for trailer in




32. Apartments For Rent
FOR RENT two bedroom
duplex, all electric for 1-
3 people. Call 489-2595.
APARTMENT FOR,








Inquire at Kellys Pest
Control. 100 South 13th.
1973 12 x 60 iterion,
underpinned, c)xgrete
steps, back porch, ir
condition, gas heat, an
stove. $6200. Call 753-
5807..
1975 SCHULTZ house
trailer. 14 x- 70-; all
electric. 14 x 18 built on
room. Call 437-4846.
1973 PYRAMID 12 x 65.
Three bedroom, 2 baths,
all electric, air con-
dition. Call 753-4095.
12 x 54 GRANVILLE,




29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
Tent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
vrt rt rt M rt ri M rt rt rt rft III" 41) 01': rt 0 M3 M) 41) ri%
1E' ,,099.4 FOUR SEASONS NURSERY N wy. 641 In Al l'clft;, 4%
11:
it 
_ . Christmas Trees
CUT TREES - Balsam Fir. Scotch Pine 
4
.4
it. LIVE TREES - Scotch Pine, White Pine and Canadian Hemlock
it 
FLOGGED TREES - A variety of colors. f All flocked tftes are fireproof i 4
so
a•O • FREE GREENERY WITH PIIRCIIASE Ce4t. .4
.. For Your Convenience 
ot p.s ,,s-A
feces *AP
We Will Be Open From '
8a rn.-8 '00 p.m. Monday Through Saturday Sunday-1 p.m.-6 p.m. --- 753-9946 ,Asik
IFI ret rt 1 II' rer r14I filt rt ril: 4' MI ref) 41!1' I Me 1 41 M' or
ivz.°'
orti; Litton zep
the leader in microwave cooking. Litton was the 1st to




with features such as: AUTOMATIC DEFROST,
VARI COOK-oven control lets you cook at the
speed you want. VAR! TEMP-automatic food
temp. control, no timer involved. 60 MINUTE














34 Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM brick
veneer, tin-furnished.








Planning (1 Cfirisins(i. Party? 1)('
nntis (.011 help .5-011. 0111- (111011,Q- rown
ran be ninth, (11.0110ble itt 5,,(1 for sour
01411 private p(111 . . //me after
8:00 p. in. it e reNeri s 'sir 'fl lilt





(hqints. II Mill help von lie,, t, the best








36. For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
37 iiv ,tcscls ,uppires
FIVE YOUNG cows will
have calves in spring
And one milk .cow. Call
753-4010.
PIGS FOR SALE. Call





















tiny Toy Poodle. Call
after 7 p.m. 753-4469.
BLACK AND TAN female
10 month old descendant
or Black Knight. Also





Inside 1500 square feet.




new supply toys, table






new, 3 bedroom, brick
with 2 baths, family
room. Has lovely
cabinets, all built-ins,
central gas heat and
central air. Lovely
carpet throughout. Wide
lot in city school district.
Great neighborhood and
a great buy. In mid 40's.
Guy Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore, 753-7724.
ROBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.





REALTY, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact Kopperud
Realty 75/222. Also if
you have been wanting
to purchase acreage,
contact us for an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a












miles West of Murray,
on 2 acres with new
storage building, small
pond and stable for
horses. Mid 30's. Call
4354566.
SIXTEEN ACRES for
sale by owner, rolling
woodland near Ken-
tucky Lake. Over 500 ft.'
frontage on county road.





"Boots for every activity under the sun."
Savings up to 50% for the entire family,
over 2,000 pair of boots on display. While
there register for over $1,500.00 worth of
gifts to be given away.
FREE: Thunderbird Mini-Bike valued
at over $500.00, boots, and many other
misc. items. Also from now until 24,
Dec. '76 we will give away 1 each day.
The Self-Defense Product of The Future.
siAe .Sh it.k1
9-9 Daily 1-6 Sunday
THE PERFECT GIFT
** Grand Opening **
SEWING MACHINES
We Service What We Sell
Sales & Service
We service all makes of sewing machines. Many used machines in stock,
just like new, priced at Vs of original price.
20 different makes and models of new machines to choose from! We have
the latest models in free arms and flat bed machines available anywhere.
We have Cabinets, Button Hole Attachments, Portable Cases, Needles,
Bobbins, and the finest selection of Scissors anywhere 8" or 9" length.
We Also Have the Famous ADJUSTABLE LUX0 SEWING LIGHTS.,
SHOP THE REST. . . THEN COME TO THE BEST!!
Special This Week -New Zig Zag
$795° Head Only
Don't Buy Until You Have Shopped . .
Lakewood Sewing
Route 5 - Benton, Kentucky 42025 Phone 354-8619
v4 Mile Off 68 East at Jonathan Creek %11,
P.S. Drive a few miles and save many, many dollars! Nobody undersells
Lakewood.





16 I Thi MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIME', Friday December 3 1976
.441ike 
M Nil 30 3E)
Sale Sale
Candles Candles
gnat looks of ail selection ol
*Coo& Ails too& strophes
*Cardillo candles 'Colo*, scoot
•110441 cloths wicking, molds







We're INffereat...Unique...And Villrf Mich Today
753-0859
Come & See The
Latest in Macrame Jewelry.
We have them already made or as always you
can do it yoursell.
SIE








Salton Peanut Butter Machine $2995
Salton Yogurt Maker
Happy Baby Baby Food Grinder
Jacks Food Dehydrater





Acme Juicerator Model 7000 $16995
20% Off All Items WhenYou Pay by Cash15% Off
All Items When Using







Mock• stucco, 2 bedroom
has unfiaished upstairs maw
lake. Only 514,000.00
Mimi. farm
S acres has gird brick hams
with 3 bedrooms, sae bath
and la z 40 Mock & 20 30
metal sit beiWing with elec-
tricity end water. Oar,
532,000.00
2 Lot le City
Brick veneer, 3 beireem,
study, 2 wtifities, 2 can can
Located N. 17th fee
$34,1130.00.




3-5-10 Speed L Moto-Cross
Bikes
Christmas Lay-Away -





•Complete tine of Ports
Accessories
•Bock Pocks • look Racks










Special Thru Sat. let. 4




10-8 Mon. thru Sat.
1-5 Sunday Til Christmas
FOR ALL) YOUR in-





810 BROAD STREET - 3
bedroom, VI bath brick
with central gas heat,
central electric air,
carport, fenced
backyard, wall to wall
carpeting, kitchen built-
ins. Beautifully land-
scaped yard has many
trees and shrubs. Call
753-8080 or tome by 105
N. 12th, Boyd Majors
Real Estate.
75 ACRE tract near
Kentucky Lake. This







Brick 2 bedroom home
with fireplace, central
electric heat and air,




phone us at KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222, for more in-
formation on this choice
property.
TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
46.Homes For Sale
HOUSE AND 3.3 acres on
Highway 280.
Approximately 5 miles
from Murray. Call 753-
2204 after 2 p. m.
TWO BEDROOM, bath on
5 4crgs. Good well. Must
sell. Call 436-2290.
BY OWNER, reduced,
seven rooms and bath,
with dry basement and
carport. Large lot, good
location. Call 753-1961.
NEAR KY. LAKE, un-
finished house, well
_water. $8,250. Call 753-
4309.
THREE BEDROOM
home on large shaded
corner lot. Must sell due
to death. Call 753-2517.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
brick ranch. East of
Murray, 4-2 acre lot.
Asking $26,000. Call 753-
2844.
BY OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and




of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
lit bath, full basement
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air, 40' x 60'
body shop. Price $60,000.
Call 753-5618.
47 Motorcycles
30 IN. HIGH trail mini
bike. Great Christmas
gift. Good price. Call
753-7327.
49 Used Cars & Trucks




1957 CHEVY 2 door post,
good condition with good
engine. Make art •offer.




$675. Call Cadiz, Ky. 522-
6958.
Chestnut Street
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 492-
8441.
1974 V.W. Super Beetle,






















1970 LTD, power steering,
power brakes, 351 V-8,
automatic. In good
condition. $700. Call 753-
7930 after 5 p. m.
1972 V. W. FOR SALE.
Red. In good codnition.
Priced to sell. Call, 753-
1724
1973 FORD LTD, 2 door,
vinyl top, AM-FM radio,
full power, 23 channel C.
B. $2195 or best offer.
- Call after 6 p.m. 435-
4524.
1966 CORVAIR Monza, 4
door, good condition.
One owner car. Call 753-
2424 after 5, 753-3557.
-14401"C...
19 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 PONTIAC' 1...inans
Sport Convertible 53,000





sale or trade fur good
used car. Call 437-4526.
1974 DODGE VAN, ex-
cellent condition. Will








jumbo tires, white spoke
wheels. Extra nrre. Call
7534385.
1970 4 x 4 Jeep pickup.
8,000 pound, PTO winch









good tires, good work
car. Call 489-2394.
1976 GRAND PRIX,
13,000 miles, show room
clean, full power. AM-
FM, landau top. Call 753-




FM, vinyl roof. Call 753-
0738.
1966 CHEVY II, white, 327
automatic. Call 753-7461






$475.00 vp, floored, ready to vse. Only a few buildiags,
VaiT0411 iii.,, left in stock at old prices. Buy the but for




Sesame Street Sheets are reduced 21N.
our "Dirty Kids Headquarters"... Soaps. sham-
poos, bubble baths, lotions, puppet wash
mits, finger paints for the bath Dirty Kids
Clubhouse, Silly Soapy Sands, and Sillage Var-
mils, plus decorative pillows for boss and girls
rooms, and novelty pillows too ( ome See
Me
r/-1C/72-Al





PIONEER ELECTRONICS OF AMERICA
TP-727







Steve & Norma Rill
ITT:1,
3
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974, MUSTANG II Ghia,
loW:rniks. One owner.
Clean. Call 753-1603.




luggage rack. 304. cubic
inch. V-8, $2495. Call 436-
2136 after 4 p.m.
50 Campers
16' TRAILER, camper.
sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
1 Senoces Offered
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
Contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
753-9490.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-5569.
WILL DO inside or out-










doors, paver tile and






Call 753-4124, South 4th








home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
ELECTROLUX SALES




for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass




WHY PANT? Let Glover
ancl Wilson put
aluminurri siding and





Clean rugs of all kinds.








lady to live in my home.











bank grovel. Call 436-
2306.
B-J WILSON Trucking.
Dozer, gravel and dirt.






of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water

















Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates of your
needs. •
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling




and interior, new and















•HOSPIT Al SUPPLIES FOR REIsiT AND SALE




Reg. '24' no's JO
Sat. & Sun. Only $1
Plants in Pot - 12- Pot - 16- Tall 3
Verigated 3
Rubber Tree
6 Pot Reg IV $795
9-8 Mon.-Sat.
Store Houry 1-1 Sundays ,4
ret trft Ai; ret 1
51. Services Uttered











struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.















ficient service. NO job





work needs call John












very gentle and af-
fectionate. Would make
a lovely pet for a family.
Call 753-3535 or 762-6989.
13110NEE-11'
VIIOMIREIV ELECTRONICS OF AMERICA
fj,i_l!ft)(11kW.)
TP 727







Steve & Nemo Boll









•TrZal Zia Zia Zia Zia Zia Z.la Zia ZAMA. CsAs s'T 
cum/
IIB


























Buckingham Ray TS Graham
Jackson hare the perfect
solution to your Christmas gib
dilemma We have Santa S staff
lona Nicks and Willett' Richer
dun manning the telephone
with our bid' A Gilt plan Dial
1-6ih enables rou to contact us
and let us do the worrying
about !hat hard to choose gilt
Just call *Ilene or lona and
they will see that your gilt is
selected by one ol our experts
wrapped by one of our
specialists itnd delivered to you
in time tor you to rimy this
Joyous season So that you can
see Santa s helpers at work
Willette and Iona will be
stationed in Graham Jackson's
endow preparing those sure to
please gifts But if you are
unable to get out to see them
lust call 7S3 SHOP and their
gilt sere-Chan will bring the
holiday season te up Dial A
Gilt gives you the 'chonce to
shoo Itriarrs "trio' tI odes
stoves Buckingham Ray and
Graham .Jackson with lost the
told of the phtme All of Son-
ta's helpers atlieriiinglas Pay
and Graham -Jackson wish you
and yours a Happy Holiday
wgrgetwersvigeoweroxtiv-oreappeoese5,%.
" T7I.
1(7•'. 20 1H MURRA1 Ky.. UDDER & fsidny, December 3, I i76
TV GUIDE SATURDAY, NOV. 27, 1976
WNGE-2
6'30 ("re's" Cc".
7,00 - Tom 1. Jerry
8:00- Jebberiow
11, 30 - Stool)! Doo
9,30 -Crofts
11:00 - Almost A nythin
11:30 - Am Bandstand
12:30- NCAA
3:30 -Road Roo Race






11: °° - /4" /14r944"













11:30 - NCAA Football
3:00 - NCAA Football
6:00 -Lewrence Welk
7:00 -Whets Happening












10:00-Lund of the Lest



















6:30 - Semis* Semester
7:00-Sylvester A Tweet,




10:30 - Ark II
11:00-pet Aber,
I 1:30-Way Out 0011143
12:00- amok Tales
1:00 - Fen City
1: 30 - Spotlight on School
2:00-News Conference




700 - Mary Tyler Meer*
7:30 - Bob Newham










7:00 - Weedy Woodpecker
7:30 - Pink Panther
9:00 - McDuff
9:30-Monster Squad
10:00- Land .1 11. Lost

















7:00 -Sylvester IL Tvreoty






II :30_ 974, ow Gomm
12:00-Film Fest.
1:00-Film
1,10 - Nil Goole
7-00- Ng Creme
5:00- News
5:30 -Newt Ne s
6:00 - Hee New
7:00 - Mary Tyler Meer,
7:30_ Bob Newhert ,














' • '''' - 'mil" 
, 
.w°996r1
8.00 - Angling Grace
1:30- Three Stooges








6:00 -Joerney To Di
8:00-ABC Movie
10:00 -Newswetch








730 - Deer of Discovery








17:30 - &HP& Show
8:00-Jerry Falwell





12:00 - NFL Football
6:00-Disney










7:00 - Tour Church













I 6:00 - 60 Minutes




































11:00 -This Is the Life
1:30 - lefl Game

























1 2:30- US Form Report
3:00- Welly' Workshop
3:30-Champions
4:30 -Cam* F'llell Hilites
5:30-Wild Itinodein
6:00-Brody Bunch


























5:55 -aleir Market ,
4:00_ mimph Emory yhm,
7:00-The Today Show
7:25 - As Scene Teary
7:30-The T.*, Show
8:25 -lig Scam Today




1100- SO Greed Slim
'30-The NOON Show










7:35 - Rem kaiser
6:00 -Captain kangaroo
9:00 - Price Is Right
10:00-Gambit
10:30 =Love Of Live
11:00- Yining Restless
11:30 -Search Tomo,
1 2:00 -firming Cony
12:20-Weather
12:25 - Noon News
12:30-World Turns
1:30- GataffI9 light




5:25 - Weather - "--
5:30 - iii '
a' 00 - tleaft
WPSD-6
6:25 - Arthur Smith
6:54 -Pastor Speaks '
700 - 'rocky





11:00 - 50 Great) Stens
11:30-The Gone Show r
11:55 - NBC News
12:00 - News
12:30- Days of Lives •
I :30 - The Doctors
2:00--Another World
3:00 .- Som eeeee
3:30 - Gingen"' Island













11:00- Targ and Restless
11:30 -Seofch Tomorrow
12:00 - Form Picture
12:05 - /Sews
12-30-As World Turns
1 , 3/1.- Guiding Light




4:00 -Beverly Bever Hillbillies
4:0) - Andy Griffith













3:30 - Lassie . ' -
4:00- (M - TA ) Theatre
(F) Music
4,30 _ (7) 1,4441,4,
S:00- (F) Soul Train
:OS-





4:00 - Illig Volley




3:30 - Lein* It To Be.,., 2:30"401tt.dt
4:00 - Bewitthed
4:30 Entergeocy On.-
5:25 - Weather Report
5:30_16c woo, 3144,
6 00 The Scbillit 6 1°'
TV4QUIDE MONDAY, NOV. 29, 1976 ..
WNGE-2
6:30-Daily
7:00 - Captain IL Tannin*
8:00 - NEL
10:45- Newsweek _








8:00- Monday Wilt rine
11:00 - Weather A News
11:30-American Angler
1 2:00 - News
44SM-4
7:0b- Neese en the P le
8:00 - Movie









































7: 30 - Laverne 6 Shirley
























6:30 -Tell the Truth
7:00-Tony Orlando
11:00- M• A 'VII








7:00 - Bea, Bea
8:00-Police Women








6:30 - Nome That Tune
7:00-Tory Orlando
B:00-Mash





TV GUIDE WEDNESDAY, DEC. 1, 1976
WNGE-21 
6,30 - Hollywood Squores
7:00 - Christmas Fontes!
8:00 - Beretta
9:00 - °sortie's Angels
10:00 - Newswatch





S:15- Hews A Worthen
5:30 -News
6'00-1°14 Cambial







7:00 - The Practice
7:30 -Movie'














6:30- Nashville Music ie
7:00 - C.P.O. Sharkey_
7:30- Mclean St 
8:00 -Siesta's Court
8:30 - The Practice






6:30_-- The Prim Is Right






TV GUIDE THURSDAY, DEC. 2, 1976
WRGE-2




8:30 - Nancy Welker
9:00-Streets of S.F.
10:00- Newswetch










I 9:00 - Gbh:vine
10:00-News





















6:30 - Wild, World
7:00 - The Walton:
8.00 _ Am Solute,






9:00-Sts of Son Francisco
10:00_ y444,4


































FOCUS FOCUS FOCUS FOCUS FOCUS
Opt ions Busing: "Con-
structive or
. Divisive"













1. Speech and Theatre
2. Clell Peterson, Orinthologist
3. Marjorie Majors, Far Lands Travel Agency
1.Representatives of City Schools'
2. Book Review
1.* History in Perspective
2. aSU Economist
1. Representative from the Nursing Department
2. MSU Political Scientist
,r
1. Fred Overton, Head Football Coach. MSU
2. Margaret Trevathan with Library Corder






Last week we took anook at
some, shock rock in the form
Kiss. This week we will look at
_an old timer and a strong




Led Zeppelin has been
around for more than ten
years and every album has
always-hit in the top ten. The
British group now has a
double album and a movie




The Same." I understand the
movie is a bomb and is not
doing well on the screen
because it is strictly a concert
at Madison Square Garden in
New York-City. The album is
pretty good except for the high
cost, listing at $14.00.
Nearly all the cuts are
excellent except for the 30
minute cut, "Dazed and
Confused" which at times gets
monotonous. Drummer John
Bonham is super on "Moby
Whms-feh
SAT. DEC. 4
7 • 00-Country Morning
10:00-Classique Compendium
11:00-Composer s Forum
, Noon-Metropolitan Opera Debut
.'1,0HENGRIN"
4:30-Classics a la Carte








3:00-Speaking of Amencan Musirt
"Young American Composers"
-1:00-NPR Recital Hall
5:45-Classics a la Carte
7:00-Voices in the Wind





7:00,-NPR News & -Closer Look" IM-
F) -
7:15=Morning Air I M-F )
8:00,9:00-NPR News I M-F )
8:06, 9:05-WKNIS Local News M-F )




8:00-Alec Wilder & Arnerican Poplar
Song: "Johnny Hartman Sings Cole Por-
ter'
9:00-Concert Hour IX
10: 00-Nightflight - Rock
TUES. DEC. 7
For daily listings ,see Mon. Dec.6
TV GUIDE FRIDAY, DEC. 3, 1976
WNGE-2 WSIL-3 WSM-4 WTVF-5 WPSD-6 KFVS-12
1
6:30 - Bobby Vinton
'
6.00 -Cacho' Pot* 7,00 _ %mord end Sew 6:30 - Tel the Teeth 6:30 -Candid Camera 6:00 - News7:00- Rudolph s
8:00 - ABC Movie
6:15-News
6:30 - News
7:00 Dewy 8, Mori*
7:30-Chic.
8:00-The Rockford Files
7:43° - "46 1461"
8:00-Movie
7:00 -Sent ord z Son
7:30 - Chico IL The Mon
1:30 -Dolly '
7:00 News Hour1 0:00- Newswetch ism _sonic. 10:15-News SAO- Rockford Figs 8:00-Movie
-
10:30-Mary Hartman 8:00 MoMe 10:00-News 10:45-Geosneeke 9:00 - Serpice 10:00 - News11:00 -S:W.A.T. 10:00 - News 10:30-The Tonight Show 11:15- hankie 10:00 - News 10:30 - Movie12:00-Peter marsh."
1:30 - PTL Club
3:30 - News width
10:30-S.W.A.T.
11:37 - Mimi*
AN,10 - Ne ws
12:00 - Midnight Special 12:4S-News Repeat
1:15-Suspense Theatre
10:30 _ yo.ight Show









For daily listings M-F ), see Mon. Dec.6
Noon-National Press Club: Charles
Tillinghast, retiring chairman _and





For daily listings , M-F ), see Mon Dec 6
Noon-National Press Club: Charles
Spahr, Chairman of the Standard Oil Co
7 - 00- WKPAS Special
8•00-From the Record Library
___30,00-NightflIght - Soul
FRI. MC. 10




10:W-Earpley: "Mr. Luby's Fear of
Heaven." :John Gielgud, as Lewis Luby.
longs for a new life when he finds himself










4:00-Classics a la Carte
7:00-The Big Band Sounds
10•130-Nightflight - Rock
by J. D. Lancaster
Dick" while Robert Plant is
great on guitars and vocals.
The album contains such
classics as "Stairway to
Heaven" and "Whole Lotta
Love." The sound effects on
"Whole Lotta Love" were not
too good but the short boogie
interlude interspersed in the
cut was excellent.
Incidentally, things should
pick up for Zeppelin now that
Robert Plant has recovered
from his car wreck in which
his hip was broken.
Styx
A group that is struggling on
the charts towards super
stardom is Styx.. The five
members are Dennis De
Young, twin brothers- Chuck
and John Panozzo, James
Young and newest member of
the group - Johnny Shaw.
Their latest album "Crystal
Ball" tends to be a concept
album about a ballerina or at
least the album cover leads us
to think that it is a concept
album.
The hit single "Madem-
oiselle" is excellent.
The lyrics in "Crystal Ball"
are beautiful and meaningful.
"Shooz" is a good rock and
roller in any book.
A unique cut is "Clair De
Lune-Ballerina" which uses
the classical music of
Debussy's classic composition
and the Styngian hard rock
music. It is a weird and unique
combination.
***** ************************A4
* • The New
Woylon Jennings
* • Central Shopping Center 753-5865
!t******************************






All Students Each Week
TV Service Center
I l'EXACO
takes you to the MEI
For the 37th ,:carsec,:tive season i:exuca s Live radio
broadcasts enable you to share with audiences in the
Metropolitan Opera House. the excitement...of twenty
Saturday afternoon performances
You are cordially myrted to hear 'them all-in the OS.
Over the Texaco•Metropolitao Opera Radio Network
and in Canada over the CRC The broadcast season
beams with tour operas of exceptional variety and




Dec • lOttiftGfith -Magnet (New) _
Dec 11 ESCLARMONDE- -Massenet (New)
Dec 18 DIE MEISTERSINGER Wagner






















LE PROPHETE --Meyerbeer Mew/
DIALOGUES OF THE CARMELITES--
SN.ONE —R Strauss -
DIE WALPWERt --Wagner
IL TRIT1IC0,-Puccini
LE NOZZE DI FIGARO-Mozart



























Please send quiz questions to.TekacoOpera Quiz.
-1354,7J Street. New York. N V 117017
TUNE IN WKMS-FM 11.3
